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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThis paper is a continuation of 3 , hence we start by recalling the basic
terminology and the relevant results proved in that paper. Let K be an
arbitrary algebraically closed field and let n be a positive integer. If K has
 .prime characteristic p, we will assume that p G n. Let U K denote then
 .  .upper unitriangular group of degree n over K. Then, U K consists ofn
all n = n unipotent upper triangular matrices with coefficients in K.
 .  .Moreover, let u K denote the Lie algebra over K consisting of alln
n = n nilpotent upper triangular matrices with coefficients in K and let
 .U  .  .Uu K be the dual space of u K . Hence u K consists of alln n n
 .K-linear maps f : u K ª K.n
For simplicity, we write
F n s i , j ; 1 F i - j F n , 4 .  .
 . and we will refer to an element of F n as a root this abbreviates the
.canonical expression ``positive root'' . For any i, 1 F i F n, we define the
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 .ith row of F n to be the set
r n s i , j g F n ; i - j F n 4 .  .  .i
 .and, for any j, 1 F j F n, we define the jth column of F n to be the set
c n s i , j g F n ; 1 F i - j . 4 .  .  .j
 .  .  .For any root i, j g F n , e will denote the i, j th root ¨ector ofi j
 .  .u K , i.e., e g u K is the n = n matrixn i j n
e s d d , .i j ai b j 1Fa , bFn
where d g K, 1 F r, s F n, is the usual Kronecker symbol. Then e ;r s i j
 .  ..  .i, j g F n is a K-basis of u K which we will refer to as the canonicaln
 .  .  . Ubasis of u K . On the other hand, for any i, j g F n , e will denoten i j
 .Uthe element of u K defined byn
eU a s a .i j i j
 .  .  U  .  ..for all a g u K , a s a . Then e ; i, j g F n is a K-basis ofn r s i j
 .U  .u K , dual to the canonical basis of u K }hence, we will refer to thisn n
 .Ubasis as the canonical basis of u K .n
 .  .UThe group U K acts on u K via the coadjoint representation, i.e.,n n
x ? f a s f xaxy1 .  .  .
 .  .U  .  .for all x g U K , all f g u K and all a g u K . The U K -orbits onn n n n
 .U  .u K under this action are called the coadjoint orbits ofn
 .  .  .UU K }throughout the paper, the expression ``U K -orbit on u K ''n n n
 .  .will always refer to a coadjoint orbit. Let i, j g F n and let a g
K a}throughout the paper, we will denote by K a the set of all nonzero
 .  .Uelements of K. Then the U K -orbit on u K which contains then n
U  .element a e will be called the i, j th elementary orbit associated with a ,i j
 .and it will be denoted by O a . In this work, we are mainly concernedi j
with a certain decomposition of a basic sum of elementary orbits.
 .By definition, a subset D of F n will be called a basic subset if D
contains at most one element from each row and at most one element
 . <  . <from each column. In other words, D : F n is basic if D l r n F 1 fori
<  . <all 1 F i - n, and D l c n F 1 for all 1 - j F n. In particular, thej
 .empty subset of F n is basic.
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 . aGiven a nonempty basic subset D : F n and a map w : D ª K , we
 .define the basic sum O w to be the subsetD
O w s O w i , j 1 .  .  . .D i j
 .i , j gD
 .U  .of u K . If D : F n is empty, we may consider the empty function w :n
a  .D ª K and, in this case, we define O w to consist only of the zeroD
 .U  .function 0 g u K . It is clear that, for any basic subset D of F n andn
a  .  .any map w : D ª K , the basic sum O w is U K -invariant, hence it is aD n
 . w x  .union of coadjoint U K -orbits. By 3, Corollary 1 , O w is an irre-n D
 .Uducible subvariety of the algebraic affine variety u K . It is defined byn
<  . <  .R D polynomial equations, where R D is the set of all D-regular roots.
These roots are defined as follows.
 .  .For each i, j g F n , we define
S i , j s i , k ; i - k - j j k , j ; i - k - j . 4  4 .  .  .
 .  .Then, for any basic subset D of F n , we will denote by S D the subset
S D s S i , j 2 .  .  .D
 .i , j gD
 .  .  .of F n }in particular, if D is the empty subset of F n , then S D is
 .  .  .also empty. A root i, j g F n will be called a D-singular root if i, j g
 .  .S D ; otherwise, we will say that i, j is a D-regular root. It is clear that
 .  .  .F n is the disjoint union of the subsets R D and S D }in other words,
 .a root in F n is either D-regular or D-singular. Moreover, we have
 .D : R D .
 .  .  .Given any basic subset D of F n and any root i, j g R D , we define
D  .Uthe polynomial function D : u K ª K as follows. First, we consider alli j n
 .  .  .roots r, s g F n which are dominated by i, j , i.e., such that r - i and
 .  .j - s. We will denote by D i, j the subset of F n consisting of all roots
 .in D which are dominated by i, j , i.e.,
D i , j s r , s g D ; 1 F r - i , j - s F n . 3 4 .  .  .
 .  .  .It is clear that D i, j is a basic subset of F n . We let D i, j s
 .  .4i , j , . . . , i , j , where j - ??? - j . Moreover, let S denote the1 1 r r 1 r r
symmetric group of degree r and let s g S be the permutation such thatr
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D  .Ui - ??? - i . Then we define D : u K ª K bys 1. s  r . i j n
f e f e ??? f e .  .  .i j i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . .DD f s 4 .  .i j f e f e ??? f e .  .  .i j i j i js  r . s  r . 1 s  r . r
f e f e ??? f e .  .  .i j i j i j1 r
 .U < <for all f g u K }for any square matrix A, A will stand for then
 . D  .  .determinant of A. We note that, if D i, j is empty, then D f s f e ;i j i j
 . D  .  .  .in particular, if D : F n is empty, we have D f s f e for all i, j gi j i j
 . aF n . Finally, for any map w : D ª K , we define the basic sub¨ariety of
 .U  .  .Uu K associated with the pair D, w to be the closed subset of u Kn n
 .Uconsisting of all f g u K satisfying the equationsn
¡0 if i , j f D .
rD ~D f s 5 .  .ri j y1 sgn s w i , j w i , j if i , j g D , .  .  .  .  . s s¢
ss1
 .  .  .4where D i, j s i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j , and s g S is such that1 1 r r 1 r r
 .  .Ui - ??? - i . We will denote by V w the basic subvariety of u Ks 1. s  r . D n
 .  .associated with D, w }we note that, if D : F n is empty, then w :
a  .D ª K is the empty function, and so V w consists only of the zeroD
 .U w x  .  .function 0 g u K . By 3, Theorem 1 , we have O w s V w for alln D D
 . a  .Ubasic subsets D of F n and all maps w : D ª K . Moreover, u Kn
decomposes as the disjoint union
U
u K s V w .  .Dn D
D , w
of all its basic subvarieties.
The main goal of this paper is to describe a certain decomposition of a
 .  .U  .basic subvariety V w of u K into U K -invariant subvarieties, whichD n n
 w xwill allow the use of strong inductive arguments see, for example, 4 or
w x.  .5 . In fact, for a given basic subset D of F n and a given map w :
a  .D ª K , we will define a new basic subset D of F n and a new map w :1 1
a wD ª K such that, for a suitable ordering, D is smaller than D. By 3,1 1
x  .  . XTheorem 3 , V w is a single U K -orbit if and only if the deri¨ ed set DD n
 . Xof D is empty. Therefore, we may assume as we will that D contains at
least one element.
 . XFor any basic subset D of F n , the derived set D of D is defined as
 .follows. First, we consider chains of roots. As natural, a subset C of F n
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will be called a chain if
C s i , i , i , i , . . . , i , i ; 4 .  .  .1 2 2 3 ry1 r
< <clearly, i - i - ??? - i . The cardinality C of the chain C will be1 2 r
referred to as the length of C . Given two chains C s
 .  .  .4 X  .  .  .4i , i , i , i , . . . , i , i and C s j , j , j , j , . . . , j , j in1 2 2 3 ry1 r 1 2 2 3 sy1 s
 . X  .F n with i - j , we will say that C and C intertwine if one and only one1 1
of the following conditions is satisfied:
 .i r s s and i - j - i - j - ??? - i - j ;1 1 2 2 r r
 .ii r s s q 1 and i - j - i - j - ??? - i - j - i .1 1 2 2 ry1 ry1 r
 .  .4 X  .  .4Finally, let C s i , i , . . . , i , i and C s j , j , . . . , j , j be1 2 ry1 r 1 2 ry1 r
 .two intertwining chains in F n of the same length and suppose that
 .  .  X .i - j . Then the root i , j g F n will be referred to as the C, C -de-1 1 1 1
ri¨ ed root. More generally, we define the D-deri¨ ed roots for any basic
 .subset D of F n as follows.
 .  .4 X  .  .4Let C s i , i , . . . , i , i and C s j , j , . . . , j , j be two1 2 ry1 r 1 2 sy1 s
 X .chains in D. Then the pair C, C will be called a special pair of chains
 .with respect to D if the following conditions are satisfied:
 . Xi C and C have the same length, i.e., r s s.
 . Xii C and C intertwine, i.e., i - j - i - j - ??? - i - j .1 1 2 2 r r
 .  .iii If there exists 1 F j - j with j , j g D, then i - j .0 1 0 1 1 0
 .  .iv If there exists i - i F n with i , i g D, then i - j .r rq1 r rq1 rq1 r
 .  .Then the root i , j g F n will be referred to as a D-deri¨ ed root}we1 1
 X.  .note that this root is the C, C -derived root. In general, a root i, j g
 .F n will be called a D-deri¨ ed root if there exists a special pair of chains
 X.  .  X.C, C in D such that i, j is the C, C -derived root. Finally, the deri¨ ed
X  .set D of D is defined to be subset of F n consisting of all D-derived
X  .roots. It is clear that D : S D , i.e., a D-derived root is a D-singular root.
X  r . .  r . .In fact, D : S D , where S D is defined to be the subset
S  r . D s i , k ; 1 - k - j 6 4 .  .  .D
 .i , j gD
 .of S D .
2. A DECOMPOSITION OF A BASIC SUBVARIETY
 .In this section, we fix an arbitrary non empty basic subset D of F n
and an arbitrary map w : D ª K a. We will assume that the smallest root
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 .of D lies in the nth column; i.e., there exists 1 F i - n such that i, n g
w x  .  .D}as in 3 , we define a total order - on F n as follows: if i, j ,
 .  .  .  .k, l g F n , then i, j - k, l if and only if either j ) l or j s l and
i - k. Moreover, we will assume that i F n y 2 and that the set
DX i s DX l a, i ; 1 F a - i 4 .  .
 .is nonempty. Then, as mentioned above, the basic subvariety V w ofD
 .U  .u K contains at least two U K -orbits. The required decomposition ofn n
 . X .the basic subvariety V w will depend on the roots in D i . In fact, weD
X .will associate to each root in D i a certain polynomial function defined
 .Uon u K . Moreover, if the root is chosen conveniently we will show thatn
 .the function is U K -invariant; hence it can be used to define a propern
 .subvariety of V w . In the following we motivate the introduction of theseD
polynomial functions.
 .  .  .Let f g V w be arbitrary and let x s x g U K be the elementD ab n
defined by
y1¡yw i , n f e if i - a - n and b s n .  .i a
y1~w i , n f e if a s i and i - b - n .  .x s 7bn  .ab
1 if a s b¢
0 otherwise.
 .U  . .  .Then, the element x ? f g u K satisfies x ? f e s w i, n andn in
 . .  . .  .x ? f e s x ? f e s 0 for all i - a, b - n. Let g s x ? f. Since V wan ib D
 .  .  .   ..is U K -invariant, we have g g V w . Let A g s a g be then D i j 1F i, jF n
 .n = n matrix whose i, j th entry, for 1 F i, j F n, is
g e if i , j g F n .  .  .i ja g s 8 .  .i j  0 otherwise.
Then
A g g u K s u K l P vy1 u K P v , .  .  .  .  .  .v n n
 .  .where v s n y 1 . . . i q 1i g S and P v denotes the n = n permuta-n
tion matrix associated with v. On the other hand, consider the matrix
 .  .  .  y1 .A g s P v A g P v . Thenv
A g g u K l P v u K P vy1 s u y1 K , .  .  .  .  .  .v n n v
 .  .U  .and so A g determines an element g g u K such that A g sv v n v
 .  .  . w xA g , where A g is defined as in 8 . By 3, Theorem 1 , there exists av v
 . aunique basic subset D of F n and a unique map w : D ª K suchv v v
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 .  .that g g V w . It is clear that the smallest root in D is n y 1, n .v D v vv
 .  .UTherefore, the basic subvariety V w of u K is canonically isomor-D v nv
 .  .phic to V w , where D s D l F n y 1 and w is the restric-D v , 0 v , 0 v v , 0v, 0
tion of w to D .v v , 0
 .Now, we consider the pair D , w . For simplicity, we put D s Dv, 0 v , 0 1 v , 0
 .  .and w s w . Let r, s g F n be the smallest root in D and suppose1 v , 0 1
 .  .that s s n y 1. Then, we must have r - i and g e s g e . Wev r ny1 r i
D1  .  .know that the function D : V w ª K is U K -invariant}we recallr ny1 D 1 n1D1  X. X .  .that this function is defined by D f s f e s w r, n y 1 for allr ny1 r ny1 1
X  . D1f g V w . Moreover, for any 1 F a - r y 1, the function D :D 1 any11
 .  . D1  X. XV w ª K is U K -invariant and we have D f s 0 for all f gD 1 n any11
 .  .  . D1  .V w . Therefore, g e s g e s D g s 0. Next, we willD 1 ai v any1 any1 v1
 .prove that, for any 1 F a F r, there exists a U K -invariant polynomialn
 .  .  .  .function C : V w ª K such that C h s g e for all h g V w . Inai D ai ai D
 .  .  .particular, we must have C h s w r, n y 1 / 0 and C h s 0 for allr i 1 ai
 .1 F a - r y 1 and all h g V w .D
 .  .  .Let f g V w be our initial element and let x g U K be as in 7 .D n
Then x ? f s g and
ny1
y1g e s x ? f e s yw i , n f e f e .  .  .  .  .  .ai ai ab bn
bsi
 .for all 1 F a - i. Therefore, we may define C : V w ª K byai D
ny1
y1
C h s yw i , n h e h e .  .  .  .ai ab bn
bsi
 .for all h g V w . However, we will consider the polynomial function Q :D ai
 .Uu K ª K which is determined by the polynomialn
ny1
Q T ; r , s g F n s T T g K T ; r , s g F n , .  .  .  . . ai r s ab bn r s
bsi
 .  .  .where T , r, s g F n , are n n y 1 r2 indeterminates over K. Then,r s
 .  .  .  .  .Q h s yw i, n C h for all h g V w , and so C : V w ª K isai ai D ai D
 .  .  .U K -invariant if and only if Q : V w ª K is U K -invariant.n ai D n
 .  .In order to prove that the function Q : V w ª K is U K -invariant,ai D n
we first establish a general result which can be applied in later cases. Let V
 .  .Ube a U K -invariant subvariety of u K and let P: V ª K be an n
  .  ..polynomial function. Then, there exists a polynomial P T ; a, b g F nab
 .  .  .in n n y 1 r2 indeterminates T , a, b g F n , such thatab
P f s P f e ; a, b g F n . .  .  .  . .ab
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 .  .  .For any root a, b g F n , we will denote by ­ P the a, b th partialab
derivative ­ Pr­T of the polynomial P. Obviously, ­ P is a polynomialab ab
 .function on V. Then, the differential map dP: V ª u K of P is definedn
by
dP f s ­ P f e .  .  .  . ab ab
 .  .a , b gF n
for all f g V.
 .U  .  .On the other hand, for any f g u K , let B : u K = u K ª Kn f n n
be the skew-symmetric bilinear form defined by
w xB u , ¨ s f u , ¨ .  .f
 . w xfor all u, ¨ g u K }here u, ¨ s u¨ y ¨u is the usual Lie product ofn
 .  .u K . Then, we will denote by r f the radicaln
w xr f s ¨ g u K ; f u , ¨ s 0 for all u g u K 4 .  .  . .n n
of B .f
We have the following.
 .  .UTHEOREM 1. Let V be any U K -in¨ariant sub¨ariety of u K and letn n
P: V ª K be a polynomial function. Let T be an indeterminate o¨er K and,
 .  .for each i, j g F n , let n be the degree of the polynomiali j
w x w xP T s P f e q Tf e , e ; a, b g F n g K T . .  .  .  . . .i j ab i j ab
  .  .4If K has prime characteristic p, we assume that p G max n ; i, j g F n .i j
 .  . .  .Then P is U K -in¨ariant if and only if dP f g r f for all f g V.n
 .Since every element of U K can be written as a product of elementsn
x a s 1 q a e , .i j i j
 .  .  .where i, j g F n and a g K, the function P: V ª K is U K -invariantn
  . .  .  .  .if and only if P x a ? f s P f for all i, j g F n , all a g K and alli j
 .  .f g V. In other words, P is U K -invariant if and only if P is X K -in-n i j
 .  .  .  .variant for all i, j g F n }for any root i, j g F n , we will denote by
 .  .  .X K the i, j th root subgroup of U K , i.e.,i j n
X K s x a ; a g K . .  . 4i j i j
Therefore, the theorem is a consequence of the following result.
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 .  .  .PROPOSITION 1. Let i, j g F n be arbitrary. Let V be a X K -in-i j
 .U¨ariant sub¨ariety of u K and let P: V ª K be a polynomial function. Forn
 .  .each a, b g F n , let n be as in the theorem abo¨e and assume thatab
  .  .4p G max n ; i, j g F n whene¨er K has prime characteristic p. Then P isi j
 . w  . .x.X K -in¨ariant if and only if f e , dP f s 0 for all f g V.i j i j
Proof. Let T be an indeterminate over K. For each f g V and each
 .  .  f . . w xa,b g F n , we define the polynomial f T g K T byab
 f . w xf T s f e q Tf e , e . .  .  .ab ab i j ab
 f . .  . w x.   . . .Then f a s f e q a f e , e s x a ? f e for all a g Kab ab i j ab i j ab
 .  .and all a, b g F n , and so
P x a ? f s P f  f . a ; a, b g F n .  .  .  . . .i j ab
 f . . w xfor all a g K. Let f T g K T be the polynomial
f  f . T s P f  f . T ; a, b g F n . .  .  .  . .ab
 .  f . .  f . .  .Then P is X K -invariant if and only if f a s f 0 s P f for alli j
 .a g K and all f g V. Since K is infinite, we conclude that P is X K -in-i j
variant if and only if
f  f . T s P f .  .
for all f g V.
 .   f . . .Now, suppose that P is X K -invariant hence, f T is constanti j
 .  .and let f g V be arbitrary. For simplicity, we will write f T and f T ,ab
 f . .  f . .instead of f T and of f T , respectively. We will also denote byab
X .  .X .  .  .  .f T and by f T , for a, b g F n , the derivatives of f T and ofab
 .  .  .f T , for a, b g F n , respectively. Then, by the chain rule, we haveab
XXf T s ­ P f T ; r , s g F n f T .  .  .  .  .  .  . . ab r s ab
 .  .a , b gF n
w xs ­ P f T ; r , s g F n f e , e . .  .  .  . .  . ab r s i j ab
 .  .a , b gF n
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 . X .Since f T is constant, we have f T s 0 and so
0 s fX 0 .
w xs ­ P f 0 ; r , s g F n f e , e .  .  .  . .  . ab r s i j ab
 .  .a , b gF n
w xs ­ P f e ; r , s g F n f e , e .  .  .  . .  . ab r s i j ab
 .  .a , b gF n
s f e , ­ P f e .  .i j ab ab /
 .  .a , b gF n
s f e , dP f . .  . .i j
w  . .x.Conversely, suppose that f e , dP f s 0 for all f g V. Let f g Vi j
 .  f . . w xbe arbitrary and define f T s f T g K T as before. We claim that
X .f T s 0. By the chain rule, we have
X w xf T s ­ P f T ; r , s g F n f e , e , .  .  .  .  . .  . ab r s i j ab
 .  .a , b gF n
 .  .  .  f . . w xwhere, for each a, b g F n , the polynomial f T s f T g K T isab ab
defined as before. Let a g K be arbitrary. Then
dP x a ? f s ­ P x a ? f e .  .  .  . .  .i j ab i j ab
 .  .a , b gF n
s ­ P f a ; r , s g F n e .  .  .  . . ab r s ab
 .  .a , b gF n
and
w x w x w x w xx a ? f e , ¨ s f e , ¨ q a f e , e , ¨ s f e , ¨ . .  .  .  . .i j i j i j i j i j i j
 .  .  . .for all ¨ g u K . In particular, consider the vector dP x a ? f gn i j
 .u K . Thenn
x a ? f e , dP x a ? f s f e , dP x a ? f . .  .  .  .  . .  .  . /  /i j i j i j i j i j
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 .  .Since V is X K -invariant, we have x a ? f g V. Therefore, by hypoth-i j i j
esis,
x a ? f e , dP x a ? f s 0. .  .  . .  . /i j i j i j
It follows that
X w xf a s ­ P f a ; r , s g F n f e , e .  .  .  .  . .  . ab r s i j ab
 .  .a , b gF n
s f e , dP x a ? f .  . . /i j i j
s 0.
Since a g K is arbitrary and K is an infinite field, we conclude that
X .  . w xf T s 0, as claimed. This implies that the polynomial f T g K T is
constant}we note that, by our assumption, p is larger than the degree of
 .f T whenever K has prime characteristic p.
The result follows.
 .U  .Now, for 1 F a - i, we consider the differential dQ : u K ª u Kai n n
 .Uof the polynomial map Q : u K ª K. By definition,ai n
ny1 ny1
dQ f s f e e q f e e .  .  .  . ai ab bn bn ab
bsi bsi
 .Ufor all f g u K . We have the following.n
 .LEMMA 1. Let f g V w . ThenD
Q f if s s a .r if e , dQ f s .  . .r s ai  0 otherwise
 .  .for all 1 F a - i and all r, s g F n .
 .  .Proof. Let 1 F a - i and let r, s g F n be arbitrary. Then
ny1 ny1
w x w xf e , dQ f s f e f e , e q f e f e , e . .  .  .  . .  . .  r s ai ab r s bn bn r s ab
bsi bsi
 4Suppose that s f a, i, . . . , n y 1 . If r - i, it is clear that
w  . .x.f e , dQ f s 0. On the other hand, if i F r, we must have s s n. Inr s ai
w  . .x.  .  .this case, we have f e , dQ f s yf e f e s 0 because a - ir n ai r n an
 .   . .and f g V w hence, f e s 0 .D an
w  . .x.Now, suppose that i F s - n. If r - i, then f e , dQ f sr s ai
 .  .  .   . .f e f e s 0 because f g V w hence, f e s 0 . On the otheras r n D r n
w  . .x.  .  .  .  .hand, if i F r, we have f e , dQ f s f e f e y f e f e s 0.r s ai as r n r n as
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Finally, suppose that s s a. Then r - a - i, and so
ny1
f e , dQ f s f e f e s Q f . .  .  .  .  . . r a ai bn r b r i
bsi
The lemma is proved.
 .For each 1 F a - i, we define the subvariety V of V w bya D
V s f g V w ; Q f s Q f s ??? s Q f s 0 . 9 4 .  .  .  .  .a D 1 i 2 i ai
 .We claim that V is U K -invariant for all 1 F a - i. Since V : ??? :a n iy1
 .V : V s V w , our claim is a corollary of the following result.1 0 D
LEMMA 2. Let 1 F a - i be arbitrary. Then the polynomial function Q :ai
 .V ª K is U K -in¨ariant.ay1 n
 . .  .Proof. By the previous lemma, we have dQ f g r f for all f gai
V . If K has characteristic zero, this is enough to conclude the proof byay1
.Theorem 1 . On the other hand, suppose that K has prime characteristic
p. Then, in order to apply theorem 1, we must show that, for all f g Vay1
 .  .and all r, s g F n , the polynomial
w x w xf T s Q f e q Tf e , e ; u , ¨ g F n g K T .  .  .  . . .ai u¨ r s u¨
has degree less than p. In fact, for each i F b - n, the polynomial
w x w x w xf T s f e q Tf e , e f e q Tf e , e g K T .  .  . .  . .  .b ab r s ab bn r s bn
 w x. w x. .has degree at most one because either f e , e s 0 or f e , e s 0 .r s ab r s bn
 . ny1  .  .Since f T s  f T , we conclude that f T has degree at most one.bs i b
The lemma follows.
 .COROLLARY 1. Let 1 F a - i be arbitrary. Then the ¨ariety V : V wa D
 .is U K -in¨ariant. Moreo¨er, suppose that the function Q : V ª K is notn ia ay1
 .identically zero}here V s V w . Then, for each a g K, the sub¨ariety0 D
V a s f g V ; Q f s a 4 .  .a ay1 ai
 .  .of V is U K -in¨ariant}we note that V 0 s V .ay1 n a a
Next, we consider the minimum number of equations necessary to
describe the variety V , for 1 F a - i. In fact, there could exist 1 F a - ia
 .  .  .such that Q f s 0 for all f g V . For example, if 1, i g R D , weai ay1
 .  .clearly have Q f s 0 for all f g V w . More generally, we have the1 i D
following.
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 .  .LEMMA 3. Let 1 F a - i and suppose that a, i g R D . Then the
 .  .¨ariety V is nonempty if and only if a, i f D. Moreo¨er, if a, i f D, wea
ha¨e V s V .a ay1
 .Proof. Let f g V be arbitrary and let x g U K be such that theay1 n
 .U  .element g s x ? f g U K satisfies g e s 0 for all i - b - n. Thenn bn
 .  .  .  .  .Q g s g e g e s w i, n g e for all 1 F c - i. Since V isci ci in ci ay1
 .  .U K -invariant, we have g g V and so Q g s 0 for all 1 F c - a.n ay1 ci
 .  .Since w i, n / 0, we deduce that g e s 0 for all 1 F c - a.ci
D  .U  .Now, we consider the function D : u K ª K. Let D a, i sai n
 .  .4i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j , and let s g S be such that i - ???1 1 r r 1 r r s 1.
 .- i . Since g e s 0 for all 1 F c - a, we haves  r . ci
g e ??? g e .  .i j i js 1. 1 s 1. r
. .rD . .D g s y1 g e . 10 .  .  .  .ai ai . .
g e ??? g e .  .i j i js  r . 1 s  r . r
Moreover, the determinant on the right-hand side of this equality is
 w x.nonzero see the proof of 3, Proposition 1 .
 . D  .  .Suppose that a, i f D. Then D g s 0, hence g e s 0 andai ai
 .  .  .  .Q g s g e g e s 0. Since Q : V ª K is U K -invariant, weai ai in ai ay1 n
 .  .  .deduce that Q f s Q x ? f s Q g s 0. Since f is arbitrary, weai ai ai
conclude that V s V , as required.a ay1
 .On the other hand, suppose that a, i g D. Then
g e ??? g e .  .i j i js 1. a s 1. r
. .rD . .D g s y1 w a, i . .  .  .ai . .
g e ??? g e .  .i j i js  r . 1 s  r . r
D  .  .  .  .  .Since D g / 0, 10 implies that g e s w a, i , and so Q g sai ai ai
 .  .  .  .w a, i w i, n / 0. As before, we deduce that Q f s Q x ? f sai ai
 .  .  .Q g s w a, i w i, n / 0 and this implies that V is empty.ai a
The proof is complete.
 . X .LEMMA 4. Let 1 F a - i be such that a, i g D i and suppose that
 .V is nonempty. Then, for each a g K, the ¨ariety V a is nonempty anday1 a
V is the disjoint unionay1
V s V a . .Day1 a
agK
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 .Proof. Let a g K and let f g V be such that f e s 0 for allay1 bn
  .y1  .. U  .Ui - b - n. Then the element g s f q w i, n a y f e e g u Kai ai n
satisfies
y1
Q g s g e g e s f e q w i , n a y f e w i , n s a . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .ai ai in ai ai
 .  .Thus g g V a and so the variety V a is nonempty. The remaininga a
 .assertions are clear because Q : V ª K is U K -invariant.ai a n
The following result is an obvious consequence of the previous results
 .its proof uses an easy argument of induction .
 . aTHEOREM 2. Let D be a basic subset of F n and let w : D ª K be a
 . X . Xmap. Suppose that i, n g D for some 1 F i - n, and that D i s D l
 . 4k, i ; 1 F k - i is nonempty. Let
DX i s k , i , . . . , k , i , 4 .  .  .1 t
where k - ??? - k . Let 1 F s F t. Then1 t
V s f g V w ; Q f s ??? s Q f s 0 . .  .  . 4k D k i k is 1 s
On the other hand, let a g K. Then, the set
V a s f g V ; Q f s a .  . 4k k k is sy1 s
 .  .is a nonempty U K -in¨ariant sub¨ariety of V }we put V s V w .n k k Dsy 1 0
Moreo¨er, V is the disjoint unionk sy 1
V s V a . .Dk ksy 1 s
agK
 .Finally, suppose that there exists 1 F a - i such that a, i g D. Then, for
 .  .any a g K, the ¨ariety V a is nonempty if and only if a s w a, i .a
 .  .Moreo¨er, if a s w a, i , we ha¨e V a s V . In particular, V is empty.a k at
 .  .Since V : V : ??? : V : V w the notation is as in the theorem ,k k k D1 2 t
we obtain the following.
COROLLARY 2. Let the notation be as in the pre¨ious theorem. Then the
 .¨ariety V w is the disjoint unionD
t
V w s V j V a . .  .D DD k k st s /ass1 a gKs
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 .Now, let f g V w and suppose that there exists 1 F a - i such thatD
 . a  .f g V a for some a g K . Then, we have Q f s 0 for all 1 F b - a,a b i
 .and Q f s a / 0. Hence, a is the smallest integer 1 F b - i satisfyingai
 .  .  . X .Q f / 0. Moreover, by Theorem 2, either a, i g D or a, i g D i :bi
X  .  .  .D . If a, i g D, then a s w a, i w i, n . On the other hand, suppose that
 . X .  .a, i g D i . For convenience, we put a s a and a s a . Since a , i g1 1 1
X  .D , there exists i - b - n such that a , b g D. Our aim is to decom-1 1 1
 .  .pose the variety V a as a disjoint union of U K -invariant subvarieties.a 1 n1
 .UFor, we define a new family of polynomial functions on u K and wen
imitate the arguments used before.
 .  .  .Let g g V w be such that g e s 0 for all 1 F j - i, and g e sD jn in
 .  .  .Uw i, n s a . Let v s n y 1 ??? i q 1i g S and define g g u K ,n v n
 . aD : F n y 1 and w : D ª K as before. Let a - a - i and suppose1 1 1 1
 .  .that the root a, b y 1 is D -regular}we note that the root a , b y 11 1 1 1
 .is D -singular, because a , n y 1 g D ; however, there does not exist1 1 1
 . D11 F c - a with c, b y 1 g D . We consider the function D :1 1 1 ab y11
 .  .V w ª K. This function is U K -invariant and we haveD 1 n1
g e g e ??? g e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . .D1D g s " , .ab y1 v1 g e g e ??? g e .  .  .i i i j i js  r . s  r . 1 s  r . r
g e g e ??? g e .  .  .ai a j a j1 r
 .  .  .  .  .  .4where i , j s a , b , D a, b y 1 s i , j , . . . , i , j , a , n y 1 ,1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 r r 1
j - ??? - j - n y 1, and s g S is such that i - i - ??? - i .2 r n s 1. s 2. s  r .
As in the previous case, this suggests the definition of a polynomial
 .Ufunction L : u K ª K as follows.ai n
 .  .  .4Let a - a - i, let D a, b y 1 s i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j ,1 1 1 1 r r 1 r
 .and let s g S be such that i - ??? - i }we note that i , j sr s 1. s  r . 1 1
 .  .Ua , b . Then L : u K ª K is the polynomial function defined by1 1 ai n
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . .
L f s 11 .  .ai Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js  r . s  r . 1 s  r . r
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .ai a j a j1 r
 .Ufor all f g u K .n
As in the previous case, the first step is to show that, for each a F a - i,1
 .U  .the function L : u K ª K is U K -invariant when restricted to aai n n
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 .certain subvariety of V a . This subvariety is defined bya 11
V a s f g V a ; L f s 0, a - b F a, b , b f S  r . D .  .  .  .  . 4a a 1 a 1 bi 1 11 1
 .  .  .  r . .}we note that V a s V a whenever a, b g S D . We havea a 1 a ay1 1 11 1
the following.
 .  r . .PROPOSITION 2. Let a q 2 F a - i be such that a, b f S D and1 1
 .  . .  .Ulet f g V a . Then the ¨ector dL f g u K lies in the radicala ay1 1 ai n1
 .r f of the bilinear form B , i.e.,f
f e , dL f s 0 .  . .k l ai
 .  .for all k, l g F n .
 .  .Proof. For each root k, l g F n , we define the polynomial function
 .Uq : u K ª K byk l n
Q f if l s i , .k i
q f s .k l  f e otherwise, .k l
 .Ufor all f g u K . Then, we obtain a morphism of algebraic varieties q :n
 .U  .Uu K ª u K if we definen n
q f e s q f .  .  .k l k l
 .U  .  .  .for all f g u K and all k, l g F n . Moreover, if D a, b y 1 sn 1
 .  .4i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j , and if s g S is such that i - ??? -1 1 r r 1 r r s 1.
i , we haves  r .
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . .
L f s .ai Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js  r . s  r . 1 s  r . r
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .ai a j a j1 r
 .Ufor all f g u K . For simplicity, we introduce the following notation.n
Let 1 F t F n and let 1 F a , b F n, 1 F s F t. Then Da1 . . . at wills s b . . . b1 t
 .Udenote the polynomial function on u K defined byn
f e ??? f e .  .a b a b1 1 1 t
. .a . . . a1 t . .D f s 12 .  .b . . . b . .1 t
f e ??? f e .  .a b a bt 1 t t
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 .U  .for all f g u K }here, we put f e s 0 whenever 1 F b F a F n,n a b s ss s
1 F s F t.
Using this notation, we have
L f s Dis 1. . . . is  r .a q f .  . .ai i j . . . j1 r
 .U is 1. . . . is  r .afor all f g u K . Let us denote by D the polynomial function D :n i j . . . j1 r
 .U  .Uu K ª K and let f g u K be arbitrary. Then, by the chain rule,n n
­ L f s ­ D q f ­ q f .  .  .  .  .  . .k l ai u¨ k l u¨
 .  .u , ¨ gF n
 .  .for all k, l g F n . Therefore,
­ L f e .  . k l ai k l
 .  .k , l gF n
s ­ D q f ­ q f e .  .  .  . .  u¨ k l u¨ k l /
 .  .  .  .k , l gF n u , ¨ gF n
s ­ D q f ­ q f e , .  .  .  . . u¨ k l u¨ k l /
 .  .  .  .u , ¨ gF n k , l gF n
i.e.,
dL f s ­ D q f dq f . .  .  .  .  .  . .ai u¨ u¨
 .  .u , ¨ gF n
Since
dQ f if ¨ s i , .  .uidq f s .  .u¨  e otherwise,u¨
we conclude that
r
dL f s c f dQ f q c f dQ f .  .  .  .  .  .  . .ai ai ai i i i is u. s u.
us1
r r r
q c f e q c f e , .  .  a j a j i j i j¨ ¨ s u. ¨ s u. ¨
¨s1 us1 ¨s1
 4  4  .where, for each k g a, i , . . . , i and each l g i, j , . . . , j , c f g K1 r 1 r k l
 .  .denotes the r = r minor of L f ``complementary'' to the k, l th entry.ai
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 .  .  .Now, let f g V a and let k, l g F n . We compute the ``scalar''a a 11
product
B e , dL f s f e , dL f . .  .  .  . .  .f k l ai k l ai
w  . .x.  .By Lemma 1, we have f e , dQ f s d Q f for all 1 F b - i.k l b i lb k i
 4 w  . .x.Suppose that l f a, i , . . . , i . Then f e , dQ f s 0 for all b g1 r k l b i
 4  4 w  . .x.i, j , . . . , j . If k f j , . . . , j , it is obvious that f e , dL f s 0.1 r 1 r k l ai
Now, let k s j for some 1 F ¨ F r. Then¨
r
f e , dL f s yc f f e y c f f e .  .  .  .  .  . .j l ai a j al i j i l¨ ¨ s u. ¨ s u.
¨s1
s yDis 1. . . . is  r .a q f . . .i j . . . j l j . . . j1 ¨ y1 ¨ q1 r
We claim that this determinant is zero. For, we will show that the
column-vector
T
f e ??? f e f e . .  .w s i l i l als 1. s  r .l
is a linear combination of the column-vectors
T
f e ??? f e f e . .  .w s i j i j a js 1. u s  r . u uju
for ¨ - u F r}we note that j s k - l. This is obvious if l s j for ¨ -¨ u
 .  .u F r. On the other hand, if j - l, we have f e s ??? s f e sr i l i ls 1. s  r .
 .   . r .  .  . .f e s 0 we note that a, b f S D and so a, l g R D y D , andal 1
the claim is obvious in this case. Finally, let ¨ - u F r be such that
 .  .  .4  .  .j - l - j . Then D a, l s i , j , . . . , i , j and i , l g R D for alluy1 u u u r r t
w x1 F t - u. By 3, Theorem 1 , we have
r
V w s O w i , j q V w , .  .  . .D i j t t D 0t t 0
tsu
  ..  .  .where, for u F t F r, O w i , j is the i , j th elementary U K -orbiti j t t t t nt t
 . a  .  .4associated with w i , j g K , D s D y i , j , . . . , i , j and w ist t 0 u u r r 0
the restriction of w to D . Therefore,0
f s f u. q ??? q f  r . q f X ,
 t .   .. X  .where f g O w i , j , for u F t F r, and f g V w . Thus, for eachi j t t D 0t t 0
 4b g l, j , . . . , j , the vector w is a linear combination of the vectorsu r b
T t .  t .  t . t . f e ??? f e f e . .  .w s ,i b i b abb s 1. s  r .
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 .  . wfor u F t F r}we note that a, l g R D y D. On the other hand, by 2,
x  4  t .Lemma 2 , for each u F t F r and each b g l, j , . . . , j , the vector w isu r b
a scalar multiple of w  t .. It follows thatjt
r r
 t .  t .w g Kw s Kw b b jt
tsu tsu
 4for all b g l, j , . . . , j . Thusu r
r
dim Kw q Kw F r y u q 1.l jt /
tsu
iu . . . i r  .  w x.Since D f / 0 see the proof of 3, Proposition 1 , the vectorsj . . . ju r
w , . . . , w are linearly independent. Soj ju r
r
dim Kw q Kw s r y u q 1l jt /
tsu
and this implies that w is a linear combination of the vectors w , . . . , w ,l j ju ris 1. . . . is  r .a   ..as required. It follows that D q f s 0, and soi j . . . j l j . . . j1 ¨ y 1 ¨ q 1 r
w  . .x.f e , dL f s 0.j l ai¨
Now, suppose that l s a. Then k - l s a - i - j , for 1 F u F r ; henceu
k / j , for 1 F s F r, ands
r
f e , dL f s c f Q f q c f f e .  .  .  .  .  . . k a ai ai k i a j k j¨ ¨
¨s1
w  . .x.  .}we recall that, by Lemma 1, f e , dQ f s Q f . Therefore,k a ai k i
i . . . i ks 1. s  r .f e , dL f s D q f . .  .  . . .k a ai i j . . . j1 r
As before, we claim that this determinant is zero. This is obvious if k s i ,u
for some 1 F u F r, so we assume that k / i , for all 1 F u F r. Ifu
is 1. . . . is  r .k  ..  .i - k, then D q f s L f s 0}because k - l s a ands  r . i j . . . j k i1 r
 .  r . .   4.k, b f S D otherwise k g i , . . . , i . On the other extreme, if1 1 r
 .  .  .  .k - i , then f e s 0 for all i F b F n, and Q f s f e f e s 0.s 1. k b k i k i in
is 1. . . . is  r .k  ..Therefore, we clearly have D q f s 0. Finally, suppose thati j . . . j1 r
i - k - i for some 1 F u - r, and consider the matrixs u. s uq1.
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . .A s .
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js u. s u. 1 s u. r
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .k i k j k j1 r
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is 1. . . . is u.  .  wWe claim that A has rank u. Since D f / 0 see the proof of 3,j . . . js 1. s u.x.  4Proposition 1 , we have rank A g u, u q 1 . Suppose that rank A s
u q 1. Then, there exists a nonsingular submatrix AX of A of size u q 1.
 .  .  .Since k, j g R D for all 1 F ¨ F r, ¨ / s t , 1 F t F u, the column-¨
vector
T
f e ??? f e f e . .  .w s i j i j k js 1. ¨ s u. ¨ ¨j¨
is a linear combination of the vectors
T
f e ??? f e f e .  .  .w s i j i j k js 1. s  t . s u. s  t . s  t .js  t .
 . X for 1 F t F u see the previous paragraph . Thus, the submatrix A if it
.exists must satisfy
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. s 1. s 1. s u.
. . .. . .. . .XA P s
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js u. s u. s 1. s u. s u.
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .k i k j k js 1. s u.
 .  .for some permutation matrix P of size u q 1 . If k - a , then Q f1 i is 1.
 .  .s ??? s Q f s Q f s 0 by definition of a }we note that i - ki i k i 1 s ¨ .s u.
for all 1 F ¨ F u. Therefore, det AX s 0 and we must have a - k. Then1
 .  .4  .  .4 Xi , j , . . . , i , j s D k, b j a , b , and so det A ss 1. s 1. s u. s u. 1 1 1
 .  .  r . ."L f s 0 because k - a and k, b f S D . We conclude that thek i 1
nonsingular submatrix AX of A does not exist, and so rank A s u, as
is 1. . . . is  r .k  ..required. This implies that D q f s 0, as was also required.i j . . . j1 r
w  . .x.Therefore f e , dL f s 0.k a ai
Finally, suppose that l s i for some 1 F u F r. Since k - l s i -s u. u
a - i - j for all 1 F ¨ F r, we have k / j , 1 F t F r. Therefore,¨ t
r
f e , dL f s c f Q f q c f f e .  .  .  .  .  . /k i ai i i k i i j k js u. s u. s u. ¨ ¨
¨s1
s Dis 1. . . . is uy1.k is uq1. . . . is  r .a q f . .i j . . . jl r
and we may repeat the above argument to conclude that this determinant
is zero.
The proof is complete.
As a corollary, we obtain the following result.
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 .  r . .LEMMA 5. Let a q 2 F a - i be such that a, b f S D . Then the1 1
 .  .polynomial function L : V a ª K is U K -in¨ariant.ai a ay1 1 n1
Proof. If K has characteristic zero, the lemma follows immediately
from the previous proposition and from Theorem 1.
On the other hand, suppose that K has prime characteristic and let us
determine the maximal degree of the polynomials
w x w xf T s L f e q Tf e , e ; p , q g F n g K T , .  .  .  . . .ai p q k l p q
 .  .  .where f g V a and k, l g F n are arbitrary. By definition, wea ay1 11
have
ny1
w xf T s M f e q Tf e , e ; p , q g F n , .  .  .  . .   .b , t p q k l p q
tgS bsirq1
  .  ..where, for each i F b - n and each t g S , M T ; p, q g F n grq1 b, t p q
w  .  .x   .K T ; p, q g F n is the monomial in the indeterminates T , p, qp q p q
 ..g F n ,
M T ; p , q g F n s sgn t T T T ??? T , .  .  . .b , t p q bn i b i j i jt 1. t 2. 1 t  rq1. r
 .  .  .4where D a, b y 1 s i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j , and i s a. Let1 1 1 r r 1 r rq1
  .  ..i F b - n and let t g S . Then the polynomial M T ; p, q g F nrq1 b, t p q
 .  .  .is not constant if and only if there exists p, q g b, n , i , b ,t 1.
 .  .4 w x.i , j , . . . , i , j such that f e , e / 0 and this is possiblet 2. 1 t  rq1. r k l p q
 4  4only if l g b, i , . . . , i or k g b, j , . . . , j }we note that k -t 1. t  rq1. 1 r
l F n.
 4  4Suppose that l f b, i , . . . , i and that k g b, j , . . . , j . Thent 1. t  rq1. 1 r
the polynomial
w x w xM f e q Tf e , e ; p , q g F n g K T .  .  . . .b , t p q k l p q
is not constant and its degree is less or equal to two. Suppose that it has
degree two. Then k s b s j for some 1 F u F r and the coefficient of T 2u
is
sgn t f e f e f e ??? .  .  .  .j n i l i ju t 1. t 2. 1
??? f e f e f e ??? f e . .  .  .  .i j i l i j i jt u. uy1 t uq1. t uq2. uq1 t  rq1. r
 .On the other hand, let v s 1u q 1 g S and consider the polynomialrq1
w x w xM f e q Tf e , e ; p , q g F n g K T . .  .  . . /j , tv p q j l p qu u
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This polynomial has degree two and the coefficient of T 2 is
ysgn t f e f e f e ??? .  .  .  .j n i l i ju t uq1. t 2. 1
??? f e f e f e ??? f e . .  .  .  .i j i l i j i jt u. uy1 t 1. t uq2. uq1 t  rq1. r
 4Now, suppose that l g b, i , . . . , i . If l s i for some 1 F u Ft 1. t  rq1. t u.
 4 r q 1, then k f b, j , . . . , j because k - l s i - a - i, i F b - n1 r t u.
.and i - j - ??? - j and the polynomial1 r
w xw xM f e q Tf e , e ; p , q g F n g K T .  .  . . /b , t p q k i p qt u.
has degree at most one. On the other hand, suppose that l s b and that
w x w xM f e q Tf e , e ; p , q g F n g K T .  .  . . .b , t p q k b p q
has degree two. Then, we must have k s j for some 1 F u F r. Theu
2   . w x.  .coefficient of T in the polynomial M f e q Tf e , e ; p, q gb, t p q j b p qu
 .. w xF n g K T is
sgn t f e f e f e ??? .  .  .  .j n i b i ju t 1. t 2. 1
??? f e f e f e ??? f e . .  .  .  .i j i b i j i jt u. uy1 t uq1. t uq2. uq1 t  rq1. r
 .As before, we may consider the transposition v s 1u q 1 g S andrq1
the polynomial
w x w xM f e q Tf e , e ; p , q g F n g K T . .  .  . . /j , tv p q j b p qu u
This polynomial has degree two and the coefficient of T 2 is
ysgn t f e f e f e ??? .  .  .  .j n i b i ju t 1. t 2. 1
??? f e f e f e ??? f e . .  .  .  .i j i b i j i jt u. uy1 t uq1. t uq2. uq1 t  rq1. r
 .It follows that the polynomial f T has degree at most one. Finally,
 .  .since k, l g F n is arbitrary, we may apply the previous proposition and
theorem 1 to conclude the proof.
 .As in the initial situation, the next step is to show that V a sa a 11
 .  .  .V a whenever a, i g R D y D. In fact, we have the followinga ay1 11
result.
 .LEMMA 6. Let a q 2 F a - i and suppose that a, i is D-regular}hence1
 .  r . .  .  .a, b f S D . Let f g V a . Then L f / 0 if and only if1 a ay1 1 ai1
 .a, i g D.
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 .  .  .4Proof. As before, let D a, b y 1 s i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j ,1 1 1 r r 1 r
and let s g S be such that i - ??? - i . Then, by definition,r s 1. s  r .
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . .i . . . i as 1. s  r .L f s D q f s , .  . .ai i j . . . j1 r Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js  r . s  r . 1 s  r . r
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .ai a j a j1 r
 .U  .Uwhere q : u K ª u K is defined as in the proof of Proposition 2.n n
 .  .We claim that there exists an element x s x g U K satisfyingu¨ n
 . .x ? f e s 0 for all 1 F u F r, anda ju
w a, i if a, i g D .  .
x ? f e s .  .ai  0 if a, i f D. .
 .  .  .4In fact, let D a, i s r , s , . . . , r , s , where s - ??? - s , let t g S1 1 p p 1 p p
be such that r - ??? - r , and consider the system of linear equa-t 1. t  p.
tions
f e ??? f e .  .r s r s1 1 1 p
. .. .w xy ??? y s yf e ??? yf e . .  .1 p r a r a. . 1 p
f e ??? f e .  .r s r sp 1 p p
r1 . . . rp .  . pSince D f / 0, this system has a unique solution b , . . . , b g K .s . . . s 1 p1 p
 .  .Let x s x g U K be defined byu¨ n
¡b if u , ¨ s r , a , 1 F q F p .  .q q~x su¨ 1 if u s ¨¢
0 otherwise.
 . .  y1 .  . p  .Then x ? f e s f xe x s f e q  x f e for all a - b Fab ab ab qs1 r a r bq q
 . .n, and so x ? f e s 0 for all 1 F q F p. If i F b F n, b / s , 1 F q F p,as qq D  .  .  .we consider the function D : V w ª K}we note that a, b g R D .ab D
D  .The last row of the determinant D x ? f isab
x ? f e x ? f e ??? x ? f e .  .  .  . .  .ab as asq p
x ? f e 0 ??? 0 .  .s ,ab
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where 1 F q F p is such that s - b - s }we put s s i. Soqy1 q 0
pyqq1 X XD r . . . rq .  p.t tD x ? f s y1 x ? f e D f , .  .  .  .  .ab ab s . . . sq p
where t X g S is such that r X - ??? - r X . Now, suppose thatpyqq1 t q. t  p.
 . D  . rtXq . . . . rtX p. .i - b. Then a, b f D and D x ? f s 0. Since D f / 0, weab s . . . sq p
 . .  . .conclude that x ? f e s0. The same argument justifies that x ? f e sab ai
 .  . w0, whenever a, i f D. Finally, suppose that a, i g D. Then, by 3,
xProposition 1 ,
p X XD r . . . r1.  p.t tD x ? f s y1 w a, i D f , .  .  .  .ab s . . . s1 p
 . .  .and so x ? f e s w a, i .ai
 .Now, by the previous proposition, the function L : V a ª K isai a ay1 11
 .U K -invariant. Therefore,n
r i . . . is 1. s  r .L f s L x ? f s y1 Q x ? f D x ? f . .  .  .  .  .ai ai ai j . . . j1 r
 .UBy definition of the polynomial function Q : u K ª K, we haveai n
w a, i w i , n if a, i g D .  .  .
Q x ? f s x ? f e x ? f e s .  .  .  .  .ai ai in  0 if a, i f D. .
i . . . is 1. s  r . .Since D x ? f / 0, the proof is complete.j . . . j1 r
The lemma allows us to write a similar version of Theorem 2.
 .THEOREM 3. Let D be a basic subset of F n and suppose that
 .  .  .i, n , a , b g D are such that a - i - b . Suppose that the set X s k, i1 1 1 1
X  .  r . .4g D ; a - k, b , k f S D is nonempty and let1 1
X s k , i , . . . , k , i , 4 .  .1 t
where k - ??? - k . Let a g K a. Then, for all 1 F s F t, we ha¨e1 t 1
V a s f g V a ; L f s ??? s L f s 0 . .  .  .  . 4a k 1 a 1 k i k i1 s 1 1 s
Moreo¨er, for all 1 F s F t and all b g K, the sub¨ariety
V a , b s f g V a ; L f s b .  .  . 4a k 1 a k 1 k i1 s 1 sy1 sy1
 .  .  .of V a is nonempty and U K -in¨ariant, and V a is the disjointa 1 n a k 11 1 sy1
union
V a s V a , b .  .Da k 1 a k 11 sy1 1 s
bgK
 .  .}here, V a s V a . Finally, suppose that there exists k - a - i sucha k 1 a 1 t1 0 1
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 .  .  .  .4that a, i g D. Let D a, b y 1 s i , j , . . . , i , j , where j - ??? - j ,1 1 1 r r 1 r
and let s g S be such that i - ??? - i . Then, for any b g K,r s 1. s  r .
 .V a , b is nonempty if and only ifa a 11
r
r
b s y1 sgn s w a, i w i , n w i , j , .  .  .  .  . k k
ks1
 .  .  .in which case we ha¨e V a , b s V a . In particular, V a s B.a ,a 1 a k 1 a a 11 1 t 1
 .Proof. Let 1 F s F t and let b g K. We claim that V a , b isa k 11 s
 .nonempty. By induction, we suppose that the variety V a isa k 11 sy1
 .  .nonempty. Let f g V a be an element such that f e s 0 for alla k 1 jn1 sy1U  .1 F j - n. Then f q g e g V a for all g g K. Since we may choosek i a k 1s 1 sy1
 U .  .g such that L f q g e s b , we conclude that V a , b isk i k i a k 1sy 1 s 1 s
nonempty. The remaining assertions of the theorem are consequences of
 .  .the previous lemmas except the statement about V a , b for a, i g D.a a 11
However, this follows from the proof of Lemma 6 and also from the proof
w x is 1. . . . is  r . .  . r  .of 3, Proposition 1 . In fact, D x ? f s sgn s  w i , j forj . . . j ks1 k k1 r
 .all f g V w .D
Next, we will describe the situation on the whole of the ith column. As
 .before, we assume that i, n g D for some 1 F i - n. We suppose that
X . X  . 4the set D i s D l a, i ; 1 F a - i has at least t G 2 elements and
 .that there exists a sequence a , a , . . . , a with the following properties:1 2 t
 .i 1 F a - a - ??? - a - i.1 2 t
 .  . Xii a , i g D for all 1 F s F t.s
 .  .iii If 1 F b F n is such that a , b g D for 1 F s F t, then b -s s s 1
b - ??? - b .2 t
 .  .We note that, by ii , b - n, i - b and a - a whenever a, i g D for1 t t
 .  .some 1 F a - i. A sequence satisfying properties i ] iii will be referred
  .to as a special sequence with respect to the basic subset D of F n and to
 . .the root i, n g D .
 . X  .Let a, i g D for 1 F a - i, and let i - b - n be such that a, b g D.
 .  .  .4Let a - c - i, let D c, b y 1 s i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j , and let1 1 r r 1 r
s g S be such that i - ??? - i . Then, we define the polynomialr s 1. s  r .
a, i.  .Ufunction L : u K ª K byci n
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . .a , i.L f s 13 .  .ci Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js  r . s  r . 1 s  r . r
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .ci c j c j1 r
 .Ufor all f g u K .n
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 .Now, we consider a special sequence a , a , . . . , a as above. For1 2 t
 s. as , i.  . Xsimplicity, we will write L instead of L for all c, i g D with a - c,ci ci s
1 F s F t. Let a , a , . . . , a be nonzero elements of K. Then, we define1 2 t
 .  .the variety V a , . . . , a recursively as follows. If t s 1, then V aa a . . . a 1 t a 11 2 t 1
 .is defined as before. If 1 - s F t, then V a , a , . . . , a is the varietya . . . a 1 2 s1 s
 .consisting of all f g V a , . . . , a which satisfy the equationsa . . . a 1 sy11 sy1
 s. .  . X  .  r . .L f s 0 for all a - c - a such that c, i g D and c, b f S D ,ci sy1 s s
 s.  .and L f s a .a i ss
 .By induction, we assume that the varieties V a , . . . , a , fora a . . . a 1 s1 2 s
 .1 F s F t, are U K -invariant. For each a - a - i, we define the subvari-n t
 .  .ety V a , . . . , a of V a , . . . , a bya . . . a a 1 t a . . . a 1 t1 t 1 t
V a , . . . , a s f g V a , . . . , a ; L t . f s 0, .  .  .a . . . a a 1 t a . . . a 1 t c i1 t 1 t
a - c F a, c, b f S  r . D .  . 4t t
}as above, L t . simplifies Lat , i..ci ci
In order to prove the similar version of Proposition 2, we define, for
 .Ueach 1 F b - a , a new polynomial function F : u K ª K as follows.t b i n
 .  .  .4Let D b, b s i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j , and let s g S be sucht 1 1 r r 1 r r
that i - ??? - i . Thens 1. s  r .
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . .
F f s 14 .  .bi Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js  r . s  r . 1 s  r . r
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .bi b j b j1 r
 .Ufor all f g u K . This function has the following property.n
 .  .LEMMA 7. Let 1 F b - a and suppose that b, b g R D . Then F ist t b i
 .identically zero on the ¨ariety V a , a , . . . , a .a a . . . a 1 2 t1 2 t
 .Proof. We proceed by induction on b. Let D b, b st
 .  .4i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j , and let s g S be such that i - ???1 1 r r 1 r r s 1.
- i .s  r .
 .  .First, we suppose that c, b g R D for all 1 F c - b. We claim thatt
 . .  .  .dF f g r f for all f g V a , a , . . . , a . For, the argument ofbi a a . . . a 1 2 t1 2 t
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the proof of Proposition 2 shows that
r
dF f s c f dQ f q c f dQ f .  .  .  .  .  .  . .bi b i b i i i i is u. s u.
us1
r r r
q c f e q c f e , .  .  b j b j i j i j¨ ¨ s u. ¨ s u. ¨
¨s1 us1 ¨s1
 4  4  .where, for each p g b, i , . . . , i and each q g i, j , . . . , j , c f g K1 r 1 r p q
 .  .is the r = r minor of F f ``complementary'' to the p, q th entry.ci
 .  .  4Let k, l g F n be arbitrary. If k / j , 1 F s F r, and l f b, i , . . . , i ,s 1 r
w  . .x.then f e , dF f s 0. If k s j for some 1 F s F r, then i - b -k l b i s p
i - j s k - l for all 1 F p F r, and sos
i . . . i bs 1. s  r .f e , dF f s yD q f , .  .  . . .j l b i i j . . . js 1 sy1
 .U  .Uwhere q : u K ª u K is the morphism defined in the proof ofn n
Proposition 2. As in the proof of Proposition 2, we can show that the
w  .  .  .xTcolumn f e ??? f e f e is a linear combination of thei l i l b ls 1. s  r .w  .  .  .xTcolumns f e ??? f ei f e , s F u F r. Therefore,i j s j b js 1. u  r . u uis 1. . . . is  r .b   .. w  . .x.D q f s 0, and so f e , dF f s 0. Now, supposei j . . . j l j . . . j j l b i1 sy1 sq1 r s
that k / j , 1 F s F r, and that l s b. Thens
i . . . i ks 1. s  r .f e , dF f s D q f . .  .  . . .k b bi i j . . . j1 r
 .  .By the choice of b, b, b g F n is the smallest D-regular root in ther
 .  .b th column. Therefore, k, b g S D , and so k s i for some 1 F s F r.r r s
is 1. . . . is  r .k  .. w  . .x.It follows that D q f s 0; hence f e , dF f s 0. Thei j . . . j k b b i1 r
same argument applies to the case l s i for 1 F s F r. This completes thes
proof of our claim.
As in the proof of Lemma 5, we may conclude that the function F isb i
 .  .U K -invariant when restricted to V a , a , . . . , a . Finally, letn a a . . . a 1 2 t1 2 t
 .f g V a , a , . . . , a be arbitrary. Then, as in the proof of Lemmaa a . . . a 1 2 t1 2 t
 .  .U6, there exists x g U K such that the element x ? f g u K satisfiesn n
 . .  .x ? f e s 0 for all 1 F s F r. Since the variety V a , a , . . . , ab j a a . . . a 1 2 ts 1 2 t
 .  .is U K -invariant, we have x ? f g V a , a , . . . , a , and son a a . . . a 1 2 t1 2 t
 .  .  . .F f s F x ? f . Since x ? f e s 0 for all 1 F s F r, we concludebi b i b js
that
r i . . . is 1. s  r .F f s y1 Q x ? f D q x ? f . 15 .  .  .  .  . .bi b i j . . . j1 r
 .  .We claim that Q x ? f s 0. If b - a , this follows because V a isb i 1 a 11
 .  .U K -invariant and f g V a . So, suppose that a - b and let 1 F u - tn a 1 11
be such that a - b - a }we cannot have b s a for some 1 F u F t,u uq1 u
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 .  . u.because b , b g R D and b ) ??? ) b . We consider the function L :t 1 t b i
 .U  . u. .u K ª K. Since x ? f g V a , a , . . . , a , we have L x ? f sn a a . . . a 1 2 u bi1 2 u
 . . u. .  .0. But x ? f e s0 for all 1FuFr, therefore L x ? f sQ x ? fb j b i b iu
 .  .  .c f , where c f g K is nonzero. It follows that Q x ? f s 0, as re-bi
 .  .quired. By 15 , we conclude that F f s 0 and the first step of thebi
induction is complete.
 .  .Now, let b, b g R D , 1 F b - a , be arbitrary and assume thatr t
 .  . XXF f s 0 for all f g V a , a , . . . , a and all 1 F b - b withb i a a . . . a 1 2 t1 2 t
 X .  .  . .  .b , b g R D . As before, we claim that dF f g r f for all f gr b i
 .V a , a , . . . , a .a a . . . a 1 2 t1 2 t
 .  .Let k, l g F n be arbitrary and consider the scalar product
w  . .x.f e , dF f . We keep the notation of the first step of the induction.k l b i
If k s j for some 1 F s F r, we may repeat the previous argument tos
w  . .x.conclude that f e , dF f s 0. Hence, suppose that k / j for allk l b i s
1 F s F r and consider the case l s b. Then
i . . . i ks 1. s  r .f e , dF f s D q f . .  .  . . .k b bi i j . . . j1 r
w  .  .  .xWe claim that the row-vector Q f f e ??? f e is a linear com-k i k j k j1 r
bination of the remaining rows. This is clearly true if either k s i fors
is 1. . . . is  r .k  ..some 1 F s F r, or k - i . If k ) i , then D q f ss 1. s  r . i j . . . j1 r
 .  .  .F f s 0, by induction because k - l s b and k, b g R D . On thek i t
other hand, suppose that i - k - i for some 1 F u - r. Wes u. s uq1.
consider the matrix
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . .A s .
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js u. s u. 1 s u. r
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .k i k j k j1 r
The argument used in the proof of Proposition 2 shows that this matrix has
rank u q 1 if and only if the matrix
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. s 1. s 1. s u.
. . .. . .. . .XA s
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js u. s u. s 1. s u. s u.
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .k i k j k js 1. s u.
 .  .  .  .is nonsingular. Since k, b g R D and D k, b s i , j , . . . ,t t s 1. s 1.
 .4 X  .  . i , j , we have det A s "F f . Since F f s 0 by induction,s u. s u. k i k i
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. Xbecause k - b , we conclude that det A s 0, and so rank A s u. It
w  .  .  .xfollows that the row-vector Q f f e ??? f e is a linear combi-k i k j k j1 rw  .  .  .xnation of the rows Q f f e ??? f e , 1 F ¨ F u, as re-i i i j i js ¨ . s ¨ . 1 s ¨ . r
quired. The case l s j for some 1 F s F r is discussed similarly.s
Finally, we repeat the proof of Lemma 5 to show that the function F isbi
 .  .U K -invariant when restricted to V a , a , . . . , a . Then, for eachn a a . . . a 1 2 t1 2 t
 .  .f g V a , a , . . . , a , we choose the element x g U K as in thea a . . . a 1 2 t n1 2 t
first step of the induction and we imitate that argument to complete the
proof.
We are now able to establish the similar version of Proposition 2.
 .  r . .PROPOSITION 3. Let a q 2 F a - i be such that a, b f S D . Thent t
 t .f e , dL f s 0 . . .k l ai
 .  .  .for all f g V a , a , . . . , a and all k, l g F n .a a . . . a ay1 1 2 t1 2 t
 .  .Proof. Let f g V a , . . . , a , let D a, b y 1 sa . . . a ay 1 1 t t1 t
 .  .4i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j , and let s g S be such that i - ???1 1 r r 1 r r s 1.
- i . We haves  r .
r
 t .dL f s c f dQ f q c f dQ f .  .  .  .  .  . .  .ai ai ai i i i is u. s u.
us1
r r r
q c f e q c f e , .  .  a j a j i j i j¨ ¨ s u. ¨ s u. ¨
¨s1 us1 ¨s1
 4  4  .where, for each p g b, i , . . . , i and each q g i, j , . . . , j , c f g K1 r 1 r p q
 t . .  .is the r = r minor of L f ``complementary'' to the p, q th entry.ai
 .  . w   t . . .x.Let k, l g F n be arbitrary. The equality f e , dL f s 0 fol-k l ai
 .lows as in the proof of Proposition 2 with obvious minor changes except
 4for l g a, i , . . . , i . If this is the case, we must have k / j , 1 F s F r,1 r s
because k - l F a - i - j - ??? - j .1 r
Suppose that l s a. Then
 t . i . . . i ks 1. s  r .f e , dL f s D q f , .  . . . .k a ai i j . . . j1 r
 .U  .Uwhere the morphism q : u K ª u K is as before. As in the previousn n
w  .  .  .xproof, we claim that the row-vector Q f f e ??? f e is a lineark i k j k j1 r
combination of the remaining rows. This is clearly true if either k s i fors
is 1. . . . is  r .k  ..some 1 F s F r, or k - i . If k ) i G a , then D q f ss 1. s  r . t i j . . . j1 r t .  .  .  .L f s 0, because f g V a , a , . . . , a , k - l s a, and k, bk i a a . . . a ay1 1 2 t t1 2 t
 .g R D . Now, suppose that i - k - i for some 1 F u - r. Ass u. s uq1.
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before, we consider the matrix
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . .A s .
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js u. s u. 1 s u. r
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .k i k j k j1 r
This matrix has rank u q 1 if and only if the matrix
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. s 1. s 1. s u.
. . .. . .. . .XA s
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js u. s u. s 1. s u. s u.
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .k i k j k js 1. s u.
is nonsingular}the justification of this assertion is the same as in the
 . proof of Proposition 2. If k ) a , then D k, b y 1 s i ,t t s 1.
.  .4 X  t .  .  .j , . . . , i , j , and so det A s "L f }we note that k, b gs 1. s u. s u. k i t
 .  .R D . Since f g V a , a , . . . , a and k - l s a, we havea a . . . a ay1 1 2 t1 2 t t .  .  .L f s 0. Finally, suppose that k - a . Then D k , b sk i t t
 .  .4 X  .i , j , . . . , i , j , and so det A s F f s 0 by the previouss 1. s 1. s u. s u. k i
lemma. It follows that rank A s u, and, as before, this implies that
w   t . . .x.f e , dL f s 0. The case l s j for some 1 F s F r is discussedk a ai s
similarly.
The next result has the ``same'' proof as Lemma 5.
 .  r . .LEMMA 8. Let a q 2 F a - i be such that a, b f S D . Then thet t
 t .  .  .polynomial function L : V a , a , . . . , a ª K is U K -in-ai a a . . . a ay1 1 2 t n1 2 t
¨ariant.
 . This lemma implies that V a , a , . . . , a s V a , a ,a a . . . a a 1 2 t a a . . . a ay1 1 21 2 t 1 2 t
.  .  .. . . , a , whenever a, i g R D y D. In fact, we have the similar versiont
of Lemma 6.
 .  r . .LEMMA 9. Let a q 2 F a - i be such that a, b f S D and supposet t
 .  .  .  t . .that a, i g R D . Let f g V a , a , . . . , a . Then L f / 0 ifa a . . . a ay1 1 2 t ai1 2 t
 .and only if a, i g D.
Finally, we state the generalization of Theorem 3}its proof is similar to
the proof of that theorem.
 .THEOREM 4. Let D be a basic subset of F n and suppose that
 .  .  .  .i, n , a , b , . . . , a , b g D are such that a , . . . , a is a special sequence1 1 t t 1 t
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  .. X  .with respect to D and to i, n . Suppose that the set X s D l k, i ;
 .  r . .4a - k - i, k, b f S D is nonempty and lett t
X s k , i , k , i , . . . , k , i , 4 .  .  .1 2 r
where k - k - ??? - k . Let a , . . . , a g K a. Then1 2 r 1 t
V a , . . . , a s f g V a , . . . , a ; L t . f s 0 .  .  . 4a . . . a k 1 t a . . . a k 1 t k ii t s 1 t sy1 s
 .  .for all 1 F s F r}here, V a , . . . , a s V a , . . . , a . More-a . . . a k 1 t a . . . a 1 t1 t 0 1 t
o¨er, for each b g K and each 1 F s F r, the set
V a , . . . , a , b s f g V a , . . . , a ; L t . f s b .  .  . 4a . . . a k 1 t a . . . a k 1 t k i1 t s 1 t sy1 s
 .  .is a nonempty U K -in¨ariant sub¨ariety of V a , . . . , a , andn a . . . a k 1 t1 t sy1
 .V a , . . . , a is the disjoint uniona . . . a k 1 t1 t sy1
V a , . . . , a s V a , . . . , a , b . .  .Da . . . a k 1 t a . . . a k 1 t1 t sy1 1 t s
bgK
 . Finally, suppose that there exists a - a - i such that a, i g D. Let D a,t
.  .  .4b y 1 s i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j , and let s g S be such thatt 1 1 r r 1 r r
 .i - ??? - i . Then V a , . . . , a , b is nonempty if and only ifs 1. s  r . a . . . a a 1 t1 t
r
r
b s y1 sgn s w a, i w i , n w i , j , .  .  .  .  . k k
ks1
in which case, we ha¨e
V a , . . . , a , b s V a , . . . , a . .  .a . . . a a 1 t a . . . a 1 t1 t 1 t
 .Now, let a s a , . . . , a be a special sequence. We define the subset1 t
a.  .D of F n by
a.D s D j a , i , . . . , a , i 4 .  .1 t
a. a. aand we consider maps w : D ª K which satisfy
a.w u , ¨ s w u , ¨ .  .
 .for all u, ¨ g D. Then, we will denote by
a.
a.V w .D
 .  .  .the U K -invariant subvariety V a , . . . , a of V w , where a sn a . . . a 1 t D s1 tas , i. .  .  .L f , 1 F s F t, and f g V w is such that f e s 0 for all i - j - na i D jns a. .  .and f e s w a , i for all 1 F s F t. We have the following.a i ss
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 . aTHEOREM 5. Let D be a basic subset of F n and let w : D ª K be a
X .  .map. Suppose that D i is nonempty and let a s a , . . . , a be a special1 t
a. .  .a.sequence. Then V w is a nonempty U K -in¨ariant proper sub¨ariety ofD n
 .V w .D
Finally, Theorem 4 implies the following.
 . aTHEOREM 6. Let D be a basic subset of F n and let w : D ª K be a
 .map. Let f g V w . Then there exists a unique special sequence a sD
a. a. a a. .  .a.a , . . . , a and a unique map w : D ª K such that f g V w .1 t D
3. WEYL CONJUGATION OF ORBITS
 . aIn this section, we fix a basic subset D of F n and a map w : D ª K .
 .Without loss of generality, we assume that i, n g D for some 1 F i - n.
Moreover, we assume that i F n y 2.
Our aim is to describe an inductive process which allows us to get
 .  .information about a given U K -orbit O : V w once we have somen D
 .knowledge about the U K -orbits O which are contained in a ``smaller''n 1
 .  .variety V w . We consider the total order - on the set of roots F n asD 11
 .defined at the beginning of Section 2. Then the set of all subsets of F n is
 .  .4  .totally ordered as follows. If A s a , b , . . . , a , b , a , b - ??? -1 1 r r 1 1
 .  .  .4  .  .a , b , and B s c , d , . . . , c , d , c , d - ??? - c , d , are arbi-r r 1 1 s s 1 1 s s
 .  .trary subsets of F n , we define A $ B if one and only one of the
following conditions is satisfied:
 .  .  .  .  .i r - s and a , b s c , d , . . . , a , b s c , d ;1 1 1 1 r r r r
 .  .  .ii There exists 1 F t F r such that a , b s c , d , . . . ,1 1 1 1
 .  .  .  .a , b s c , d and a , b ) c , d .ty1 ty1 ty1 ty1 t t t t
 .Now, we consider the simple reflection v s i i q 1 g S . Let O :n
 .  .V w be any U K -orbit and let f g O be an element satisfyingD n
 . wf e s 0}the existence of this element was justified in the proof of 2,iq1n
x  .ULemma 2 . Then we define the element f g u K byv n
f e if a, b / i , i q 1 .  .  .va.v b.
f e s 16 .  .v ab  0 if a, b s i , i q 1 . .  .
w x  .  .By 3, Theorem 1 , f g V w for a unique basic subset D of F n andv D v vv
a unique map w : D ª K a. In the next lemmas, we will determine the setv v
 .D and the map w . The set D is closely related with the set v D sv v v
  .  ..  . 4  .v a , v b ; a, b g D and the map w with the map w ( v : v D ªv
a  .K }in fact, in many cases, D s v D and w s w ( v. Since D de-v v v
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pends on the choice of the particular element f g O, we will fix this
element throughout the section.
 .  .  .LEMMA 10. Let a, b g F n be such that i q 1 - b. Then a, b g Dv
 .if and only if v a, b g D. Moreo¨er,
w a, b s w ( v a, b .  .v
 .for all a, b g D .v
 .  . 4Proof. We proceed by recursion on the set a, b g F n ; i q 1 - b .
 .  .  .  .We have f e s f e s 0 for all 1 F a - i, and f e s f e s 0v an an v in iq1n
 .  .  .  .by the choice of f . On the other hand, f e s f e s w i, n / 0.v iq1n in
 .  .Hence, the lemma is true whenever b s n. Now, let a, b g F n be such
 X X.that i q 1 - b - n and assume that the result is proved for all a , b g
 .  X X.  .F n with a , b - a, b .
 .  .   . .  .First, we claim that a, b g R D if and only if v a , b g R D ,v
 .  .   . .which is equivalent to prove that a, b g S D if and only if v a , b gv
 .   . .  .   . X. XS D . Suppose that v a , b g S D . If v a , b g D for some b - b F
  . X.  . X  X.n, then v a , b - a, b }because b ) b. By induction, we obtain a, b
 .  .  X .g D . Thus a, b g S D . On the other hand, suppose that a , b g Dv v
X  .  X.  .  X  ..  .for some 1 F a - v a . If v a ) a s vv a , then a , v a s i, i q 1 .
 .Since i, n g D, we conclude that b s n. This contradiction implies that
 X .  X .  .   X. .v a - a. Since a , b g D, we obtain by induction v a , b g D , andv
 .  .  .  .  X.so a, b g S D . Conversely, suppose that a, b g S D . If a, b g Dv v
X  .   . X.   . .for some b - b F n, then by induction v a , b g D, and so v a , b
 .  X . Xg S D . On the other hand, suppose that a , b g D for some 1 F a - a.v
 .   X. .  X .  .Then by induction v a , b g D. Now, if v a ) a s vv a , then
 X  ..  . Xa , v a s i, i q 1 , and so a s i s a. This contradiction implies that
 X .  .  .v a - a; hence a, b g S D . Our claim is proved.
D  .U Dv  .UNow, we consider the functions D : u K ª K and D : u Kva.b n ab n
 .  .  .  .  .ª K. If a, b g D i, i q 1 , then v a s a. Moreover, D a, b s D a, bv
 .  .  .  . Dv . D  .and f e s f e for all r, s g D a, b . Therefore, D f s D f .v r s r s v ab v ab
Dv . D  .It follows that D f / 0 if and only if D f / 0, and this implies thatab v ab
 .  .  .  .a, b g D if and only if a, b g D. Moreover, by 5 , we have w a, b sv v
 .  .  .w a, b s w ( v a, b for all a, b g D .v
 .  .Now, suppose that a s i. By induction, we have D i q 1, b s D i, bv
 .4 D  .  . Dv .  .j i, n and so D f s yf e D f . Since f e / 0, we con-iq1b in ib v in
Dv . D  .  .clude that D f / 0 if and only if D f / 0, i.e., i, b g D if andi b v iq1b v
 .only if i q 1, b g D.
 .   . .  . Dv .Suppose that i, b g D hence, i q 1, b g D . By 5 , D f sv i b v
 . r  .  . D  .  . rq1  .  .y1 w i, b c f and D f s y1 w i q 1, b c f , where r sv v iq1b
<  . < <  . <  .UD i, b s D i q 1, b y 1 and c: u K ª K is a well-determinedv n
 .  .  .polynomial function which satisfies c f s c f . It follows that w i, b sv v
 .  .w i q 1, b s w ( v i, b .
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Finally, suppose that a ) i. Then, we must have a ) i q 1}otherwise,
 .   .. Xb s n. In this case, D a, b s v D a, b . If there is no b - b - n withv
 X.  X  X. .i, b g D hence, there is no b - b - n with i q 1, b g D , thenv
Dv . D  .  .D f s D f , and as before we conclude that a, b g D if and onlyab v ab v
 .  .  .  .  .if a, b g D. Moreover, w a, b s w a, b s w ( v a, b for all a, b gv
 X. X D . On the other hand, if i, b g D for some b - b - n hencev v
 X. X . Dv .i q 1, b g D for some b - b - n , then the determinant D f isab v
D  .obtained from D f by permuting the columns corresponding to theab
 .  . Dv . D  .roots i, n and i q 1, b of D. Therefore, D f s yD f . As before,ab v ab
 .  .  .we deduce that a, b g D if and only if a, b g D. Suppose that a, b gv
 . Dv .  . r  .  . D  .D . By 5 , we have D f s y1 w a, b c f and D f sv ab v v v ab
 . r  .  . <  . < <  . <  .Uy1 w a, b c f , where r s D a, b s D a, b and c: u K ª K is av n
 .  .  .polynomial function which satisfies c f s yc f . It follows w i, b sv v
 .  .w i q 1, b s w ( v i, b .
The proof is complete.
 .Next, we consider the roots in the ith and in the i q 1 th columns. By
 . Theorem 6, there exists a unique special sequence a s a , . . . , a with1 t
a. a. a ..respect to D and to i, n and a unique map w : D ª K such that
a. .  .a.f g V w . For each 1 F s F t, let i - b - n be such that a , b g D.D s s s
 .We begin by considering roots in the i q 1 th column.
LEMMA 11. Let the notation be as abo¨e. We ha¨e:
 .  .i If b s i q 1, then a , i q 1 g D andt t v
a.w a , i q 1 s w a , i . .  .v t t
 .  .ii If b / i q 1, then, for all 1 F a - i a, i q 1 g D if and only ift v
 .  .a, i g D. Moreo¨er, if a, i q 1 g D , we ha¨e a - a andv t
w a, i q 1 s w a, i . .  .v
 .Proof. First, we suppose that b, i q 1 f D for all 1 F b - i. Let
 .  .  .1 F a - i be arbitrary. We claim a, i q 1 g R D if and only if a, i gv
 .  .  .  .R D . For, we shall prove that a, i q 1 g S D if and only if a, i gv
 .S D . We proceed by induction on a.
 .  .  .Suppose that 1, i q 1 g S D . Then 1, c g D for some i q 2 Fv v
 .c F n. By the previous lemma, we have 1, b g D. Since b ) i q 1 ) i, we
 .  .  .conclude that 1, i q 1 g S D . Conversely, suppose that 1, i q 1 g
 .  .  . S D . Then 1, c g D for some i - c F n. Since 1, i q 1 f D by our
.  .hypothesis , we have c ) i q 1. By the previous lemma, we have 1, c g Dv
 .  .and so 1, i q 1 g S D .v
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Now, we assume that a ) 1 and that the claim is proved for all
X  .  .  .1 F a - a. Suppose that a, i q 1 g S D . If a, c g D for somev v
i q 2 F c F n, then we repeat the above argument to conclude that
 .  .  X .a, i g S D . On the other hand, suppose that a , i q 1 g D for somev
X  X .1 F a - a. Then, by induction and by the previous lemma, a , i g
 . D  . Dv  .X XR D . Moreover, we have D f s D f }because there is no 1 F ba i a iq1 v
 .  X . D  .X- i, such that b, i q 1 g D. Since a , i q 1 g D , we have D f sv a i
Dv  .  X .  .  .XD f / 0. Therefore, a , i g D and this implies that a, i g S D .a iq1 v
 .  .  .Conversely, suppose that a, i g S D . If a, c g D for some i - c F n,
 .then we must have c ) i q 2 by our hypothesis . Hence, by the previous
 .  .  .lemma, a, c g D , so a, i q 1 g S D . On the other hand, supposev v
 X . X  X .  . that a , i g D for some 1 F a - a. Then a , i q 1 g R D by induc-v
. D  . Dv  .X Xtion , and we have D f s D f . Finally, an imitation of the argu-a i a iq1 v
 X .ment used in the previous paragraph justifies that a , i q 1 g D and thisv
 .  .implies that a, i q 1 g S D . This completes the proof of the claim.v
D  . Dv  .Now, we may use the equality D f s D f to conclude thatai aiq1 v
 .  .  .a, i q 1 g D if and only if a, i g D. Moreover, by 5 , we obtainv
 .  .  .w a, i q 1 s w a, i whenever a, i q 1 g D . The assertion a - a fol-v v t
lows from the definition of special sequence.
On the other hand, suppose that there exists 1 F b - i such that
 .b, i q 1 g D. Then, b s a if and only if b s i q 1. Let 1 F a - b.t t
Then, the argument of the previous case can be repeated to prove
 .  .  .  .that a, i q 1 g R D if and only if a, i g R D . Moreover, we havev
D  . Dv  .  .  .D f s D f , and so a, i q 1 g D if and only if a, i g D. If thisai aiq1 v v
 .  .is the case, then a - a by definition of special sequence and, by 5 ,t
 .  .w a, i q 1 s w a, i .v
 .   .Now, suppose that a, i q 1 f D for all 1 F a - b hence, a, i f Dv
.  .  .  .for all 1 F a - b . We claim that b, i q 1 g R D . In fact, if b, i q 1v
 .  .g S D , then b, c g D for some i q 2 F c - n. By Lemma 10, wev v
 .  .have b, c g D and this is in contradiction with b, i q 1 g D. Let
 .  .  .4D b, i q 1 s i , j , . . . , i , j , where j - ??? - j , and let s g Sv 1 1 r r 1 r r
Dv  . is 1. . . . is  r .b .be such that i - ??? - i . Then D f s D f . Sinces 1. s  r . biq1 v i j . . . j1 r
 .  .  w x.V w s O w by 3, Theorem 1 , we have f s g q h, where g gD D
 .  .  .  .4O a , a s w b, i q 1 , h g V w , D s D y b, i q 1 , and w isb iq1 D 0 0 00
the restriction of w to D . Therefore, we get0
f e f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . .D Dv 0D f s D h q . 17 .  .  .b iq1 v bi f e f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js  r . s  r . 1 s  r . r
g e 0 ??? 0 .bi
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 .  . D 0 .Since b, i g R D y D , we have D h s 0. On the other hand,0 0 bi
is 1. . . . is  r . . w x Dv  .D f / 0}see the proof of 3, Proposition 1 . Thus, D f / 0j . . . j b iq1 v1 r
 .  .  .if and only if g e / 0, and by 5 this means that b, i q 1 g D if andbi v
 .only if g e / 0.bi
 .Now, we claim that b, i q 1 g D if and only if b s a . First, wev t
 .assume that b / a . Then b / i q 1. To prove that b, i q 1 f D , wet t v
 .  .Umust show that g e s 0. For, we consider the function Q : u K ª K.bi b i n
We have
ny1
Q f s f e f e .  .  .bi bc cn
csi
ny1
s g e f e q h e f e q f e f e .  .  .  .  .  .b i in b i in bc cn
csiq1
s g e f e q Q h . .  .  .b i in b i
 .If b - a , then Q f s 0. On the other hand, the sequence a s1 bi
 .   ..a , . . . , a is special with respect to D and to i, n . Moreover, it is1 t 0
a. a. a. a. a. .clear that h g V w , where w is the restriction of w to D }weD 0 0 00a. a.  .4  .  .  .note that D s D y b, i q 1 . Since b, i g R D , we have Q h0 0 bi
 .  .  .s 0 by Lemma 3 . Since f e / 0, we conclude that g e s 0.in b i
Now, we suppose that a - b - a for some 1 F s F t}we put as sq1 tq1
 .s a if a, i g D for some a - a - i, and a s i otherwise. We notet tq1
 4  .that b f a , . . . , a , because b, i q 1 g D and b / a . We consider the1 t t
 sy1.  .Ufunction L : u K ª K}the notation is as in Section 2. Letbi n
 .  .  .4D b, b y 1 s i , j , . . . , i , j , where j - ??? - j , and let s g Sv s 1 1 r r 1 r r
be such that i - ??? - i . Thens 1. s  r .
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js 1. s 1. 1 s 1. r
. . .. . .. . . sy1.  sy1.L f s L h q f e . .  .  .b i b i in
Q f f e ??? f e .  .  .i i i j i js  r . s  r . 1 s  r . r
g e 0 ??? 0 .bi
18 .
a. a.  sy1. .  .  .  .As above, h g V w . Since b, i g R D , we have L h s 0 byD 0 0 bi0  sy1. .  .  .Lemma 6. Since L f s 0 because b / a , f e / 0 andb i t in
is 1. . . . is  r . .  .D f / 0, we conclude that g e s 0.j . . . j b i1 r
 .We have proved that b, i q 1 g D implies b s a . Conversely, sup-v t
pose that b s a . Then we repeat the above argument to conclude thatt
 ty1. .  . r  .  . is 1. . . . is  r . .  .L f s y1 f e g e D f , where D a , b y 1 sa i in a i j . . . j v t ty1t t 1 r
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 .  .4i , j , . . . , i , j , j - ??? - j , and s g S is such that i - ??? -1 1 r r 1 r r s 1.
 sy1. .  .  .i . Since L f / 0, we deduce that g e / 0, so a , i q 1 g D .s  r . a i a i t vt t
 .This completes the proof of our claim, i.e., b, i q 1 g D if and only ifv
b s a .t
 .  .Now, suppose that b s a . Then a , i q 1 g D . By 17 , we havet t v
a. .  .  .  .  .  .w a , i q 1 s g e and, by 19 , g e s w a , i . So w a , i q 1 sv t a i a i t v tt ta. .  .w a , i , and part i of the lemma is proved.t
 .Finally, suppose that b / a }we note that, by assumption, b, i q 1 gt
 .D. We consider the roots a, i q 1 for an arbitrary b - a - i. An induc-
 .tive argument analogous to the one used in the first part of the proof
 .  .  .  .shows that a, i q 1 g R D if and only if a, i g R D . On the otherv 0
 . y1  .  .  w x.  .hand, we have g e s a g e g e see 2, Lemma 2 . Since g eai b i aiq1 bi
 .  .  .  .  .s 0, we deduce that f e s h e q g e s h e . Moreover, by 17 ,ai ai ai ai
Dv  . D 0 .  .D f s D h , and this implies that a, i q 1 g D if and only ifaiq1 v ai v
 .  .4  .a, i g D . Since D s D y b, i q 1 , we conclude that a, i q 1 g D0 0 v
 .  .   . .if and only if a, i g D. Finally, if a, i q 1 g D hence a, i g D , wev
 .  .  .must have a ) a and w a, i q 1 s w a, i s w i, a .t v 0
The proof of the lemma is complete.
 .Remark. Let the notation be as above and suppose that i, i q 1 g
 .  . Dv  .R D . Then i, i q 1 g D if and only if D f / 0. If this is the case,v v i iq1 v
a Dv  U .then there exists a unique a g K such that D f q a e s 0; ini iq1 v i iq1
 . Ufact, a s yw i, i q 1 . Moreover, f q a e lies in the varietyv i iq1
 . V w , where w is the restriction of w to D s D y i, iD y i, iq1.4 v , 0 v , 0 v v , 0 vv
.4q 1 .
In the next result we consider the roots in the ith column.
LEMMA 12. Let the notation be as abo¨e:
 .  .i If b s i q 1, then, for all 1 F a - i, a, i g D if and only ift v
 .  .a, i g D. If a, i g D , then a ) a andv t
y1a.w a, i s yw a , i w a, i w a , i q 1 . .  .  .  .v t t
 .  .ii If b / i q 1, then, for all 1 F a - i, a, i g D if and only ift v
 .  .a, i q 1 g D. If a, i g D , thenv
w a, i s w a, i q 1 . .  .v
 .Proof. Suppose that b s i q 1. We claim that a, i f D for all 1 Ft v
 .  .a - a . In fact, let 1 F a - a and suppose that a, i g R D . Sincet t v
 . X  X .a - a and a , i q 1 g D, there is no 1 F a - a, with a , i q 1 g D. Ont t
 .  . X  X.the other hand, since a, i g R D , there is no i - b F n, with a, b gv
 X.  .  .D}otherwise, by Lemma 10, a, b g D . Therefore a, i q 1 g R D .v
 .  .  X .Since a , i q 1 g D by the previous lemma , we have a , i q 1 f Dt v v
X Dv . D  .  . for all 1 F a - a. Thus D f s D f . Since a, i s 1 f D becauseai v aiq1
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. Dv . D  .  .a - a , we obtain D f s D f s 0, and this implies that a, i ft ai v aiq1
 . D , as required. On the other hand, we have a , i f D , because a , i qv t v t
.  .1 g D by the previous lemma .v
 .Finally, let a - a - i and suppose that a, i g D . We claim thatt v
 .  .  .  .  .a, i g R D . In fact, suppose that a, i g S D . If a, b g D for some
  . .  .i - b F n, then b ) i q 1 because a ) a and a , i s 1 g D and a, bt t
 .  .g D , by Lemma 10 . This is in contradiction with a, i g D . On thev v
X  X .other hand, suppose that there exists 1 F a - a such that a , i g D.
X  X .  .Then, by definition of special sequence, a - a . If a , i g S D , thent v
X  X X.  .there exists i - b F n such that a , b g D }we note that a, i g D .v v
 .  . XSince a , i q 1 g D by the previous lemma , we have b ) i q 1, and sot v
 X X.  .  X .a , b g D by Lemma 10 . This contradicts the assumption a , i g D.
 X .  . Dv .XTherefore a , i g R D . Now, the determinant D f is obtained fromv a i v
D  .Xthe determinant D f by permuting the columns corresponding to thea i
 X .  . Dv . D  .X Xroots a , i and a , i q 1 . It follows that D f s yD f . Sincet a i v a i
 X . Dv . D  .  X .X Xa , i g D, we obtain D f s yD f / 0. This implies that a , i ga i v a i
 .  .  .D which contradicts a, i g D . Therefore a, i g R D as claimed.v v
Dv . D  .  . D  .As above, D f s yD f . Since a, i g D , we have D f / 0,ai v ai v ai
 .  .  .  .and so a, i g D. Moreover, by 5 , w a, i w a , i q 1 sv v r
a. .  .  .  . yw a, i w a , i q 1 . Since w a , i q 1 s w a , i by the previousr v r r
a. y1.  .  .  .  .lemma , we conclude that w a, i s yw a , i w a, i w a , i q 1 .v r r
 .To conclude the proof of part i , it remains to show that for any
 .  .  .1 F a - i, a, i g D implies a, i g D . For, suppose that a, i g D. Asv
 .  .  .before, we claim that a, i g R D . In fact, if a, b g D for somev v
  . .i - b F n, then b ) i q 2 because a , i q 1 g D and, by Lemma 10,r v
 .  .a, b g D, which contradicts the assumption a, i g D. On the other
 X . X  X . hand, if a , i g D for some 1 F a - a, then a , i g D by the first partv
.  .of the proof and this is also in contradiction with a, i g D. It follows
 .  . Dv .that a, i g R D , as claimed. Finally, we use the equality D f sv ai v
D  .  .  .yD f see above to conclude that a, i g D .ai v
Now, we assume that b / i q 1 and we let 1 F a - i. We have twot
.  .distinct cases: either b, i q 1 f D for all 1 F b - a, or b, i q 1 g Dv v
 .for some 1 F b - a. First, we assume that b, i q 1 f D for all 1 F b - a.v
 .  .Suppose that a, i g D . As in the previous cases, we claim that a, i q 1v
 .  .  .  X .g R D . For, suppose that a, i q 1 g S D . If a, b g D for some
X  X.i q 2 F b F n, then, by Lemma 10, a, b g D , which is in contradictionv
 .  X .with a, i g D . On the other hand, suppose that a , i q 1 g D for somev
X  X .  . X  X X.1 F a - a. If a , i g S D , then there exists i - b F n such that a , bv
X  X X.g D . By our hypothesis, b ) i q 2, and so, by Lemma 10, a , b g Dv
 X .  X .which is in contradiction with a , i q 1 g D. It follows that a , i g
 . Dv . D  .  X .X XR D . Now, we have D f s D f . Since a , i q 1 g D, we ob-v a i v a iq1
Dv . D  .  X .X Xtain D f s D f / 0, and this implies that a , i g D which is ina i v a iq1 v
 .  .  .contradiction with a, i g D . It follows that a, i q 1 g R D . Finally,v
Dv . D  .  . D  .we have D f s D f . Since a, i g D , we obtain D f sai v aiq1 v aiq1
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Dv .  .  .  .D f / 0, and so a, i q 1 g D. Moreover, 5 implies that w a, i sai v v
 .w a, i q 1 .
 .To complete the proof in this case, suppose that a, i q 1 g D and
 .  .  X. Xsuppose also that a, i g S D . If a, b g D for i - b F n, thenv v
X  .  X.  .b ) i q 1 by hypothesis and a, b g D by Lemma 10 which contra-
 .  X .dicts the assumption a, i q 1 g D. On the other hand, if a , i g D forv
X  X .  .some 1 F a - a, then a , i q 1 g D by the reverse implication and this
 .  .  .is also in contradiction with a, i q 1 g D. Thus a, i g R D . Now, thev
Dv . D  .  .equality D f s D f implies that a, i g D and the proof isai v aiq1 v
complete in this case.
On the other hand, suppose that there exists 1 F b - a such that
 .  .  .b, i q 1 g D . Suppose that a, i g D . As before, we have a, i q 1 gv v
 .  X . XS D if and only if a , i q 1 g D for some 1 F a - a. Suppose that this
 X .  .  X .is so. Then a , i g S D if and only if a , i q 1 g D . In fact, ifv v
 X X. X  X X.  .a , b g D for some i q 2 F b F n, then a , b g D by Lemma 10v
 X .and this is impossible because a , i q 1 g D. By Lemma 11, we have
 X .  X .  X .a , i q 1 g D if and only if a , i g D. Since a , i q 1 g D, we con-v
 X .  . X Dv . D  .X Xclude that a , i g R D . If a - b, then D f s D f and wev a i v a iq1
 X .  X .deduce that a , i g D , because a , i q 1 g D. This is in contradictionv
 . X  .  .with a, i g D . Therefore, b - a . Since b, i q 1 g D , we have b, i gv v
 .D by Lemma 11 and so
f e f e f e ??? f e .  .  .  .i i i iq1 i j i js 1. s 1. s 1. 2 s 1. r
. . . .. . . .. . . .DvXD f s y , .a i v f e f e f e ??? f e .  .  .  .i i i iq1 i j i js  r . s  r . s  r . 2 s  r . r
X X X Xf e f e f e ??? f e .  .  .  .a i a iq1 a j a j2 r
 X .  X .  .  .4where i s b, D a , i q 1 s D a , i q 1 s i , j , . . . , i , j and s g1 v 2 2 r r
 .  X .S is such that i - i - ??? - i . Since b, i , a , i q 1 g D, wer s 1. s 2. s  r .
Dv . w xXconclude that D f / 0}see the proof of 3, Proposition 1 . It followsa i v
 X .  .that a , i g D which is in contradiction with a, i g D . This contradic-v v
 .  .tion implies that a, i q 1 g R D .
 .Finally to conclude that a, i q 1 g D, we use the equality
f e f e f e ??? f e .  .  .  .i i i iq1 i j i js 1. s 1. s 1. 2 s 1. r
. . . .. . . .. . . .DvD f s y , 19 .  .ai v f e f e f e ??? f e .  .  .  .i i i iq1 i j i js  r . s  r . s  r . 2 s  r . r
f e f e f e ??? f e .  .  .  .ai aiq1 a j a j2 r
 .  .  .  .4where i s b, D a, i q 1 s D a, i q 1 s i , j , . . . , i , j and s g S1 v 2 2 r r r
 .is such that i - i - ??? - i . If a, i q 1 f D, the second columns 1. s 2. s  r .
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of this determinant is a linear combination of the remaining columns see
. Dv .the proof of Proposition 3 , so D f s 0 which is in contradiction withai v
 .  .a, i g D . Thus a, i q 1 g D.v
 .Now, the determinant of the right hand side of the equality 19 is equal
to
sgn sv w b , i w a, i q 1 w i , j ??? w i , j .  .  .  .  .2 2 r r
 w x.see the proof of 3, Proposition 1 , whereas
DDv f s sgn s w a, i w b , i q 1 w i , j ??? w i , j .  .  .  .  .  .ai v v v 2 2 r r
  . .  .  .by 5 and by Lemma 10 . Since sgn s s ysgn sv , we deduce that
 .  .  .  .  .  . w a, i w b, i q 1 s w b, i w a, i q 1 . Since w b, i q 1 s w b, i byv v v
.  .  .Lemma 11 , we obtain w a, i s w a, i q 1 .v
 .  .To finish the proof, we must justify that a, i q 1 g D implies a, i g
 .  .  .  X.D . In fact, suppose that a, i q 1 g D and that a, i g S D . If a, bv v
X  X.  .g D for some i q 2 F b F n, then a, b g D by Lemma 10 whichv
 .  .  . contradicts a, i q 1 g D. If a, i q 1 g D , then a, i g D by Lemmav
.  .  X .11 which is also in contradiction with a, i q 1 g D. Finally, if a , i g Dv
X  X .  .for some 1 F a - a, then a , i g D by the reverse implication and this
 .  .  .is again in contradiction with a, i q 1 g D. It follows that a, i g R D .v
 .  .Now, we use the equality 19 to conclude that a, i g D , as required.v
The proof of the lemma is complete.
 .  .Finally, we consider roots a, b g F n with b - i.
 .  .LEMMA 13. Let the notation be as before and let a, b g F n be such
 .  .  .that b - i. Then, a, b g D if and only if a, b g D. If a, b g D , thenv v
w a, b s w a, b . .  .v
 .  . 4Proof. We proceed by induction on the set a, b g F n ; b - i . The
 .  .  .smallest root in this set is 1, i y 1 . Suppose that 1, i y 1 g S D .v
X  X. XThen, there exists i F b F n such that 1, b g D . If b ) i q 1, thenv
 X.  .  .  . X1, b g D by Lemma 11 , and so 1, i y 1 g S D . If b s i q 1, then,
 .  .  . by Lemma 11, either 1, i g D if b s i q 1 , or 1, i q 1 g D if b / it t
.  .  . Xq 1 . In both cases, we conclude that 1, i y 1 g S D . Finally, if b s i,
 .  .  . then, by Lemma 12, either 1, i q 1 g D if b / i q 1 or 1, i g D ift
.  .  .b s i q 1 . In both cases, we also conclude that 1, i y 1 g S D . Thet
 .  .converse implication is proved similarly. It follows that 1, i y 1 g R Dv
 .  .  .if and only if 1, i y 1 g R D . Now, we have 1, i y 1 g D if and only ifv
 .  .  .  .  .f e s ??? s f e s 0 and f e / 0. Since f e s f e forv 1 i v 1n v 1 iy1 v 1b 1v b.
 .  .all 1 - b F n, we conclude that 1, i y 1 g D if and only if 1, i y 1 g D.v
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 .  .  .  .Moreover, w 1, i y 1 s f e s f e s w 1, i y 1 and the lemmav v 1 iy1 1 iy1
 .is proved for the root 1, i y 1 .
 .  .Suppose that a, b ) 1, i y 1 and that the lemma is proved for all
 X X.  .  .  X X.  .a , b g F n such that 1, i y 1 F a , b - a, b . A similar argument
 .  .  .to the one used above shows that a, b g S D if and only if a, b gv
 . X  X .S D }we note that, by induction, for all 1 F a - a, a , b g D if andv
 X .  .  .  .only if a , b g D. It follows that a, b g R D if and only if a, b gv
 .R D .
Now, we assume that b / i q 1. On the one hand, suppose that theret
X X  X .  X .  .exist 1 F a , b - a such that a , i , b , i q 1 g D a, b . Then, by Lem-v
 X .  X . Dv . D  .mas 11 and 12, a , i q 1 , b , i g D and we have D f s yD f ,ab v ab
Dv . D  .because the determinant D f is obtained from D f by permutingab v ab
 X .  X .the columns which correspond to the roots a , i q 1 , b , i g D. This
 .  .  . implies that a, b g D if and only if a, b g D. By 5 and by thev
.  .  .  .previous lemmas , we conclude that w a, b s w a, b , whenever a, b gv
D .v
On the other hand, suppose that at least one of the following cases
occurs:
 .  X . X  X .i a , i f D for all 1 F a - a}hence, by Lemma 13, a , i q 1 fv
D for all 1 F aX - a;
 .  X . X  X .ii b , i q 1 f D for all 1 F b - a}hence, by Lemma 11, b , iv
f D for all 1 F bX - a.
Dv . D  .Then, in both cases, we have D f s D f and the conclusion of theab v ab
proof is as previously.
 .Finally, suppose that b s i q 1. Then, by Lemma 11, a , i q 1 g D .t t v
Dv . D  .If a - a , then we have D f s D f and the lemma follows as above.t ab v ab
 .On the other hand, suppose that a ) a . Then one and only one of thet
following cases occurs:
 .  X . X  X .i a , i g D for some a - a - i}hence, by Lemma 13, a , i gv t
D;
 .  X . X  X .ii a , i f D for all 1 F a - i}hence, by Lemma 13, a , i f Dv
for all 1 F aX - i.
 . X Dv . D  .If case i occurs and a ) a , then D f s yD f and the resultab v ab
follows as before. Finally, suppose that either the first case occurs and
X  .  .  .4a - a , or the second case occurs. Let D a, b s i , j , . . . , i , j ,v 1 1 r r
j - ??? - j , and let s g S be such that i - ??? - i . Then1 r r s  i. s  r .
 .  .  .  .a , i q 1 s i , j for some 1 F s F r. Since a, i g R D }D, thet s s
column-vector
T
w s f e ??? f e f e . .  .i i i i i ais 1. s  r .
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is a linear combination of the vectors
T
w s f e ??? f e f e . .  .iq1 i iq1 i iq1 aiq1s 1. s  r .
and
T
w s f e ??? f e f e . .  .X X X Xj i j i j a js s 1. s s  r . s s
for s - sX F r}see the proof of Proposition 3. Therefore, the vector space
spanned by the vectors w , w , . . . , w is also spanned by the vectorsi j jsq 1 rDv . D  .w ,w , . . . , w . It follows that D f / 0 if and only if D f / 0 andiq1 j j ab v absq 1 r
 .  .this implies that a, b g D if and only if a, b g D.v
To conclude the proof let w s a w q a w q ??? qa w , wherei iq1 sq1 j r jsq 1 r
 .y1 a. .a , a , . . . , a g K. We claim that a s w a , i q 1 w a , i . For, letsq1 r t t
 .4D s D y a , i q 1 and let w is the restriction of w to D . Then there0 t 0 0
 t .   .. X  .  t . Xexist f g O w a , i q 1 and f g V w such that f s f q f .a iq1 t D 0t 0
Therefore, w s w  t . q wX, whereiq1
T t .  t .  t .  t .w s 0 ??? 0 w a , i q 1 f e ??? f e f e , .  . .  .Xt i iq1 i iq1 aiq1q1 .s  s s  r .
X y1 .s s s s , and
TX X X Xw s f e ??? f e f e . . .  .i iq1 i iq1 aiq1s 1. s  r .
 .  t . . X .  .y1  t . .  t . .X X X XNow, we have f e s f e q f e s w a , i q 1 f e f ea i a i a i t a i a itX . XXq f e for all 1 F a - i. It follows thata i
y1 X t .  t .w s w a , i q 1 f e w q w .  .i t a it
y1 X t .s w a , i q 1 f e w q b w , .  .t a i iq1t
 .y1  t . .  X .where b s 1 y w a , i q 1 f e . Since a , i q 1 f D for all 1 Ft a i 0t
aX F i, the vector wX is a linear combination of the vectors w , . . . , wj jsq 1 r
 .see the proof of Proposition 3 . Since the vectors w , w , . . . , w areiq1 j jsq 1 t
 .y1  t . .linearly independent, we conclude that a s w a , i q 1 f e . Ourt a it t . a. .  .  .claim follows because f e s w a , i see the proof of Lemma 11 .a i ttD y1 a. Dv .  .  .  .  .Therefore, D f s w a , i q 1 w a , i D f . Suppose that a, b gab v t t ab
  . .  .D hence, a, b g D . Then, by 5 ,v
r
rDv X XD f s y1 sgn s w a, b w a , i q 1 w i , j .  .  .  .  .  .ab v v v t v s s
X Xs s1, s /s




X XD f s y1 sgn s w a, b w a , i q 1 w i , j . .  .  .  .  .  .ab t s s
X Xs s1, s /s
 .  .X XBy the previous lemmas and also by induction , we have w i , j sv s s
 . X X  .X Xw i , j for all 1 F s F t, s / s. Moreover, by Lemma 11, w a , i q 1 ss s v t
a. .  .  .w a , i . It follows that w a, b s w a, b , as required.t v
To finish this section we collect our lemmas in the following result.
 .  .THEOREM 7. Let D be a basic subset of F n and suppose that i, n g D
a  .for some 1 F i F n y 2. Let w : D ª K be any map and let f g V w beD
 .  .  .  .such that f e s f e s 0. Let a s a , . . . , a be the unique spe-iq1n iiq1 1 r
a. .  .a.cial sequence such that f g V w . Let v s i ei q 1 g S and defineD n
 .Uf g u K byv n
f e if a, b / i , i q 1 .  .  .va.v b.
f e s .v ab  0 if a, b s i , i q 1 .  .
 .  .  .  .for all a, b g F n . Let D be the unique basic subset of F n and letv
a  .  .w : D ª K be the unique map such that f g V w . Then:v v v D vv
 .  .i If either a is empty, or a , i q 1 f D,t
v D j i , iq1 if i , iq1 gR v D and DvD . f /0 4 .  .  .  .  . . i iq1 vD sv  v D otherwise .
and
w u , ¨ s w v u , v ¨ .  .  . .v
 .  .  .  .for all u, ¨ g v D : D . If i, i q 1 g D , then w i, i q 1 is wellv v v
vD . .determined by D f and there exists a unique a g K such thatiiq1 v
DvD . f q a eU s 0. .i iq1 v i iq1
 .  .  .ii If a , i y 1 g D and there is no 1 F a - i such that a, i g D,t
D s v D y a , i j a , i q 1 4  4 .  .  . .v t t
and
a.w a , i if u , ¨ s a , i q 1 .  .  .t tw u , ¨ s .v  w v u , v ¨ otherwise .  . .
 .for all u, ¨ g D .v
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 .  .  .iii If a , i q 1 g D and there exists 1 F a - i such that a, i g D,t
D s v D y a , i , a, i q 1 j a , i q 1 , a, i 4  4 .  .  .  .  . .v t t
and
a.¡w a , i if u , ¨ s a , i q 1 .  .  .t t
y1~ a.w u , ¨ s . yw a , i w a, i w a , i q 1 if u , ¨ s a, i .  .  .  .  .v t t¢w v u , v ¨ otherwise .  . .
 .for all u, ¨ g D .v
As remarked in the Introduction, this result permits one to make strong
inductive arguments, which will be applied in subsequent work see, for
w x w x.example, 4 or 5 .
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